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Letter from the Editor:

Spring is such
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Does your child want to be a star? Do they love
to perform? Do you have that feeling they are
destined to be on stage, in the movies or on the
runway? ACT Like A Child Magazine is a magazine
for parents just like you. It is written and produced
by industry professionals and parents.
It is our goal to help new and veteran industry parents navigate the winding path to Hollywood success. We want to save you and your children from
the troubles we’ve experienced and help you both
grow in a positive way. ACT Like A Child Magazine
provides seasoned advice and tips to prepare you
and your child for the ride of a lifetime!
Do you have good suggestions or tips you would
like to share with others? Please contact our
website today and submit your ideas. We carefully
screen photos, articles and stories. If your submission is selected you will be contacted prior to our
next publication. Go to our ‘About’ section on the
ACT Like A Child Magazine webpage, for more
information.
We are here to help you achieve a fun, exciting, &
successful acting & modeling career!
ACT Like A Child Magazine is a bi-monthly publication. We are not responsible for the return or loss
of or for damage or any other injury to, unsolicited
manuscripts, unsolicited artwork (including, but
not limited to) drawings, photographs, and transparencies, or any other unsolicited material. Those
submitting manuscripts, photographs, artwork or
other materials for consideration should not send
originals, unless specifically requested to do so by
ACT Like A Child Magazine in writing. Manuscripts,
photographs, and other submitted materials must
be accompanied by a self-addressed stamped
envelope.
ACT Like A Child Magazine is a resource based
on the personal experiences and opinions of
contributing writers and is in no way offered as
legal advice. It is up to the reader to thoroughly
research all suggestions and offerings presented in
the articles.
Address all editorial, business and production correspondence to:
ACT Like A Child Magazine
11201 Otsego, suite #406, North Hollywood CA
91601.
For permissions and reprint requests, please email:
ACTLikeAChild2012@gmail.com.
ACT Like A Child Magazine is a registered
trademark.
Copyright 2012. All rights reserved.
Printed in the USA.
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fun time of

year!

BREAKING INTO THE
ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS

This magazine is a guide and resource for parents
and guardians of babies, children and teens who
are considering or are currently involved in the
acting and modeling business.

Act-Model-Dance
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Pilots are

being

shot,

flowers are in

bloom and everything

feels possible. In this season of

rebirth, reinvention,

rejuvenation, I urge each of you to take the

opportunity to look within. Lean out this spring - hold on to
what serves you and shed that which does not. Go into
knowing you are the

summer

best you, you can be!

What does that mean in terms of the industry? It can mean many
things; assessing your representation, signing up for new

acting classes, trying to learn a new skill

15
beyond. It could even be taking that

and

leap of faith and

moving to Los Angeles. Even though it can be scary it’s important
to push yourself (reasonably) and have
potential.

faith in YOU and your

Continue growing. Continue learning.
Continue achieving. That’s what makes
successful

people in our industry. Embrace spring as that

special time of year to check in with yourself. You can even check in
with your fans! Sometimes they have

could be your

next project. Be limitless and fearless. Go

forth and spring!

Cheers,

Jasmine
PAGE 2
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ACT has faith in YOU.
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Star of Television & Film

A Force of Nature:

Nadej K. Bailey
ACT: When did your journey begin
and how?
Nadej: I started acting at the age of 4. I

Poise, grace and determination come in the form of eleven-year-old
actress, Nadej K. Bailey. She is a light that shines so brightly; the
entertainment industry has taken to her like a moth to a flame. Well
deserving and hard working, Nadej has learned from her family how
to work with passion, and from her agents and coaches, has fostered
her ability. In a very short amount of time Nadej has landed a recurring
role on ABC’s “Resurrection”, was in Paramount’s feature film “Selma”
and a plethora of other film and television credits to her name. The
most exciting of allis that she has a lifetime of work on the horizon!
Nadej and Landon Gimenez in the ABC drama Resurrection, season 2

was a fan of the television show “That’s
So Raven” and I would sit in front of the
TV to watch every episode over and over.
I would also act out scenes from the show
for my parents and they saw something
special in me and took me to a casting
call for John Robert Powers.That’s how I
caught the acting bug.

ACT: Why do you enjoy acting?
Nadej: I love acting because I get to play
so many different kinds of characters,
meet different actors and learn techniques
from them.

ACT: Do you take acting classes, if
so, what helps you the most?
Nadej: I take acting classes with the
most genuine and hard working acting
coach, M Neko Parham. I have been
coaching with him since I was six. His
coaching prepares me for all of my auditions. All of the acting you see from me on
screen is all him. His coaching brings the
best out of me!

ACT: Does anyone else in your family perform/act?

by Jasmine Fontes

Nadej: My younger brother Shimei is an
actor. He has been acting since the age of 4
and he’s now 8 years old.
ACT: What projects have you done?
Nadej: I am currently filming a television
pilot for the C.W network called “Cordon”.
I am also recurring on “Resurrection” on
ABC. My past projects include NBC’s
“Revolution”, BET’s “Being Mary Jane” and
the film “Selma”.

ACT: What’s your favorite part of being
a recurring character on a network
series?
Nadej: My favorite part is going on set,
especially early call times, because I get to
be surrounded by cast and crew. We’re all
like family. Everyone is genuine and nice.
I learn so much and even get to work with
one of my acting icons, Omar Epps.

ACT: What was your reaction to finding
out you were going to be a recurring
character on “Resurrection”?
Nadej: I was surprised when they told me
I was going to be a recurring character.
Originally I don’t think that was the
plan but theybuilt me in and I’m so grateful.
It’s a wonderful set with the best people!

ACT: What was it like working on

Nadej’s Favorites…
ice-cream:

Cookies and Cream
musical artist:

Taylor Swift - Shake It Off & Blank Spaces
book:

Dork Diaries, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Judy Bloom
tv show:

Casey Undercover, Austin and Allie, Mike & Molly
favorite movies:

Annie (the new one),
The Wizard of Oz and Earth to Echo
thing on the crafty table:

Slim Jim or Chex Mix, Snapple.

ACT-Like A C hild.com
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Selma?
Nadej: Being in “Selma“was fun but also

tough because they had me on a safety
harness and that was a very new experience. Everyone was so nice and professional especially Miss Ava [DuVernay]. I
learned a lot from her. One day I hope to
also be a director, so Miss Ava is a great
role model for me.

ACT: Who are some of your acting
inspirations?
Nadej: I am inspired by Raven-Symoné,

Miley Cyrus and Zendaya Coleman. They
were all child actresses who grew up
maintaining successful careers in acting
and music.

ACT: What is the best advice ever
given to you by an actor ordirector?
Nadej: Actor Matt Craven told me to

“never loose myself and always stay
humble”.

ACT: What advice can you offer other
kids when they are “on-set” with their
parents?
Nadej: Have a lot of patience. Some-

times you may be on set for long days.
Also learn set etiquette.

ACT: How do you prepare for a new
role?
Nadej: For me it’s more than just

memorization. I study not just what the
character has to say but also the nuance
of the character. I practice over and over. I
work with my coach sometimesbut I really
just work on things alone and that helps
me prepare.

Top Left: Nadej with Daniella Alonso on the set of NBC Revolution
Top Right: Nadej with her acting coach of 5 years, actor and filmmaker Neko Parham
Middle Right: Nadej age 7 interview congressman John Lewis for Black History Month
Middle Right: Nadej on the set of Revolution and with musician and actor Billy Burke
Bottom Left: Nadej with actor David Oyelowo on the set of the film Selma
Bottom Right: Nadej with her on screen brother actor Omar Epps, ABC Resurrection

ACT: What do you think about when
you are in front of the camera?
Nadej: I stay focused and in character.
ACT: Do you become the character?
Nadej: Yes, I become the character. If I

were just pretending I don’t think it would
come across as true.

ACT: What else can we expect from
you in the future?
Nadej: Writing, directing and producing

my own films. Probably dramas since
that’s what I do now, but in the future it
could change. I really like action too, that
would be fun.

ACT: Do you have a dream role?
Nadej: I would love to be a villain in an

action movie. Maleficent would have been
amazing to play.
(continued on page 7)
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SNAP CHAT
by Nikki Domin

The dilemma – headshots? Cute family photos? Is it REALLY worth the expense? Here
to answer those questions is Micael Marie
Monroe of Go West Photgraphy. Not only
is Micael an amazing photographer, she has
several children in the biz!
Best advice for kids head shots-

Children should
be well rested.
Especially children
who are very
young. Schedule
your headshot
session according
to nap times if
necessary or close
to mid-morning
as opposed to
evenings. I also
encourage parents to really push drinking
water the day prior to their session. Being well hydrated means lips aren’t dry,
eyes are more clear and skin looks softer.

What clothes should they wear/
bring a change for several
looks?
I highly recommend solid colors. Having a
busy print or a lot of “bling” is distracting . If you’d like a more fashionable
look, layering solids is a great option. For
children, I avoid anything too structured.
We’d like our children to appear as children, not little adults. Things to avoid are
holes in pants, even if they’re intentional
and tank tops, especially spaghetti straps.

Having a parent
helicopter a child
during a shoot is
very frustrating
to everyone
involved. The
photographer
feels crowded
and not able to
connect with
the subject, the
child is trying to listen to the direction of the photographer AND the parent
(often, they are not directing the same thing) and in the end, your headshots
may not look the best they can. I recommend that parents be at the shoot but
bring something to keep you occupied. Try to remember that if you’ve hired a
professional to do their job, you should let them do their job. If for some reason the headshots do not come out looking the way you would have liked, you
can bring that up to the photographer after the session. Most photographers
guarantee satisfaction.

How often do headshots need to be updated when it
comes to kids?
Headshots for children should be updated once to twice a year. Ask your
photographer if they have a special package for children. I have a package that
includes one free update throughout the year so that in case a child has lost a
few teeth or dramatically cut their hair, we can update their headshots.

Do you prefer indoor or outdoor shoots?
Right now I prefer indoor natural light shoots for headshots. Natural light if
diffused properly brings out the best skin tones and brighter eyes .

Can you talk a little about taping auditions?
Send your sides and slate information over to who is taping it as soon as you
have the information yourself. It helps the reader/videographer know the
scene set-up if any. Some slates call for a certain color backdrop and others
do not specify. Also, giving your sides to your reader prior will help them
understand your scene more. Be sure to follow the audition instructions to a
T! If you fail to follow the instructions, there is a good chance your audition
won’t even be seen.
In my opinion, great headshots are a must. They are often the first introduction a casting director will have to your actor. The right photos will separate

What about makeup or accessories?

your child from the pack. Your next booking may only be one click away! ✪

For kids under 12, I do not recommend any make-up whatsoever. Colorless
lip balm is all I suggest. Absolutely no jewelry or hairbows of any kind. For
girls over age 12, it’s acceptable to add a swipe of blush and one swipe of
brown mascara but not necessary.

For more information, give Ms. Micael a holler at http://www.gowestphoto.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nikki Donin is a full time “Momager” to
actors, Aria Blue (8) & Luke Davies (13). In
addition,she is their home school teacher,
chaufer, & an acting coach. Nikki Donin also
has extensive background in P.R., personal
concierge services & event planning. She has
been known to hide in the bathroom for 5
minutes of alone time!

At what age do kids need professional headshots?
Professional headshots should start around age 5.

How should parents behave at a shoot? Stay out of it or
interact?

ACT-Like A C hild.com
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A Force of Nature:

Nadej K. Bailey
(continued from page 5)

ACT: Have you experienced any red carpets?
Nadej: I went to a gala where they did awards once.

It was a real red carpet event and was so much fun.
Hopefully one day I’ll get to go to more!

ACT: What other hidden talents do you
have?
Nadej: Singing and song writing. I also play
the keyboard and piano.

THE CASTING GYM
An audition-fitness facility for actors in
FILM,TV and VOICEOVER

ACT: What kind of music do you like to
listen to?
Nadej: My favorite kinds of music are Jazz & Pop. I love

Louis Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald. She has such a smooth sound.

Kids and Teen Group Session Series for February 2015
Membership is required for any Group Series Sessions ($50.00 annual fee)
*Classes are 3 weeks / 75 minutes / $135 (*except Vocals & VO)

ACT: What do you do in your “down-time”?
Nadej: I try to have fun time with my little brother when I am not working.

Ages 5-8

ACT: Do you work with any charities?
Nadej: ‘Students without Mothers‘is very dear to me. This is a non-profit organization

Intro to Voiceover for Young Voices
Improv for Casting
Vocal Performance and One on One private sessions (in person or via Skype)*
The Casting Work Out

that raises money for students without mothers, so that students can continue their
education. My Vocal Coach Maria Howell sits on the Board of Directors and I help with
fundraising.

Ages 9-11

ACT: What is your best advice/tip that you can offer for new performers just
starting out?
Nadej: Always believe that you can achieve. As long as you really want it and you
work hard, anything is possible.

“Believe to achieve”, wise words from a talented actress. Well versed,
practiced and polished beyond her years. She expressed how much
she loves her fans and appreciates all the support she receives. “It
really touches my heart when I get fan mail. It means I’ve impacted
someone so much and that means the world to me. My fans are the

Improv for Casting
Vocal Performance and One on One private sessions (in person or via Skype)*
The Casting Work Out
The Voiceover Makeover/ More Mic Time*
Monologues & Rule the Runway - Combo class (90 minutes)*

Ages 12-15
Improv for Casting
Vocal Performance and One on One private sessions (in person or via Skype)*
An Actors Perspective (On Camera casting class)
The Voiceover Makeover/ More Mic Time*
Monologues & Rule the Runway - Combo class (90 minutes)*
Hair and Make up for Teens for TV

greatest!” Keep encouraging this young actress. Nadej K. Bailey is a

Adults (16 and up)

not just a star on the rise, but is a force of nature.

An Actors Perspective
Face Your Fears on camera
In The Moment
Slate Work

Learn more about Nadej through her social media.
Website: http://www.nadejbailey.com/
IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3849928/
Facebook Fan Page: https://www.facebook.com/pages/N%C3%A1dejBailey/119343591507603?ref=hl
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Na_Dej
Instagram: https://instagram.com/nadejk/ ✪

Monthly Workshops and One on One Sessions
(Avail to non Gym Members) all ages
Intro to Voiceover 101 • VO2 - More Mic Time • Breaking Into TV Casting
Design Your Own Website • Casting Networks Rescue
Make a Voiceover Demo • Make a YouTube Channel
Working with a Teleprompter • Casting Consultations
How to Record and Submit your own Voiceover Auditions
The Casting Gym 2734 Polk St, Ste B, Hollywood, FL 33020 305.491.7604

info@TheCastingGym.com
PAGE 7
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Can CLOTHES Really BOOK A JOB?
N

... A sp ec t s o f th e C asta bl e A cto r

by Tom Burke

and career while trying to clean the bathroom and make dinner. And yet,

ot only can the right clothes play a part in booking a job, more

importantly, the wrong clothes can lose a job for an actor as well. Think

“very hip” “very cool” is how she was dressing to go to auditions. Her reason-

about it. This is a visual medium. When the camera cuts to a character

ing was that her personal style set her apart from the other actresses in her

whether in a television show, a movie or especially a commercial, we (the

category. Memorable, yes, but not in the way she thought.

audience) immediately have a sense of who they are and what their role
is just by the way they look…their type, age, and the clothes they’re

Imagine a commercial director looking for the perfect harried housewife and

wearing.

in walks a woman looking, albeit great, like she just came from the AvantGarde challenge on Project Runway. Without even saying a word, she has

The same is true for any actor walking into an audition or a meeting. A

either lost the interest of or confused everyone in that room. Why? Because

casting director, director, agent or manager must be able to look at you

visually, she is not presenting herself in a marketable way…she is not selling,

or your headshot and know instantly who you are and how and where

what the industry is buying.

you fit in. Every type, every category, every marketable role has a certain
“uniform” way of dressing that speaks to the viewer eliminating the need

We discussed the “uniform” of women her type in television commercials;

for unnecessary exposition.

layers, little to no skin, denim shirt over pastel tshirts, khakis or nondescript
slacks, and loafers or flats…basic mom clothes. She proudly came to our

I have been working with a very lovely actress on her specific marketable

next meeting with armloads of new clothes: a little denim dress cut high

image for commercials. She is in that early forties, mom of teens category.

above the knee, beautiful high-end designer blouses in pastel colors, and the

In real life, she has a very cool arty way of dressing. You see her and think

most awesome high-heeled loafers that make you wonder how the heck does

“funky” “offbeat” “very hip” “very cool.” Words you don’t necessarily equate

she walk in those things and who cares ‘cause they are “fabulous!” Mothers

with the 40-something mothers portrayed on television…juggling home

portrayed in television commercials wear basic mom clothes…the kind

ACT-Like A C hild.com
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Audition Coming Up?
Dress for Success!
by Sally Thimm

When you are called for an audition, the first question
everyone asks is “What should I wear?”
you find at Target or JCPenny…nothing with designer labels or expensive
fabrics from high-end stores. I told her, that in her everyday life she can wear
whatever she wants, but when she is going up for a “mom” role, it’s Target
or JCPenny. She was crushed…and then she asked the question that every
actor I work with poses: “If I’m supposed to look and dress like everyone else,
how am I going to stand apart and be noticed?”
My answer: The star quarterback wears the exact same uniform as the guy
on the bench,…what sets them apart? (I know right, Project Runway and
sports analogies in one article???) Mainly, it’s talent. You need to bring that

What you wear is important and should reflect you. In general you
should pick clothing that is comfortable, that you can move in, and
your clothing should be attractive but not over powering. You do not
want the casting professionals to be paying more attention to your
clothes, when they should be looking at you!

which makes you unique or special (talent and branding) to every audition
and meeting within the parameters of your category. What does that mean?
Wear the Uniform. Be You. Blow them away with your talent.
Your job as an actor is to study television, movies, and commercials, not only

Here are a few questions and answers
that commonly come up when planning
what to wear to an audition:

for the current acting styles and trends, but also for the current clothing, hair
style, and makeup (women only, please!) trends of your specific type and
categories. Start to look at yourself the way the industry sees you.

Q: What is the best color to wear
to an audition:

If you truly want to be castable, you need to know who you are and what
you have to offer…and if you want to get on the field and play with the big
guys, you MUST wear the uniform. Clothes really can play a part in booking

A: The all-time favorite color is BLUE. You want to pick a color?
Don’t go with black or white. You want a color that will stand out
and express good energy. The camera needs to be your friend, and
you want the camera to pick up your smile and positive energy, and
the color you wear can help make that happen.

a job.
Dress the part, and you may just be asked to play it!
For more info on child actors, classes or coaching call Keep it Real Acting
(818) 901-8606 or email keepitreal@keepitrealacting.com ✪

Q: What colors should I avoid?
A: Dark colors are not as appealing. Sometimes super bright reds
and oranges are over the top and can distract the viewer. When you
read about the energy that colors give off, this is what you usually
find:
Red: Often viewed as a “power color,” red can give off feelings of fear, anger and aggression.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tom Burke is an Image Consultant, Headshot
Coach and Acting Teacher. After transitioning from
a successful print model to an accomplished oncamera actor to a proficient on-set acting coach,
Tom fused his wealth of knowledge and keen eye
to become one of LA’s premier Image Consultants
and Headshot Coaches. He’s the creator of The

Grey, Navy Blue, Deep Red: Variations of these colors tend
to be seen in office attire and blend into the background. Not what
you want for an audition!

Castable Actor (www.thecastableactor.com), a
series of workshops, seminars, articles, and advice
designed to help actors open doors to a successful
career. He is currently teaching the classes Not Just

Pastels: Light versions of colors are popular, if you are inclined to feel

A Pretty Face and Headshots A to Z at Keep it Real
Acting Studios in North Hollywood.

(continued on page 13)
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It’s All in the Details.
by Shari Shattuck
It’s all the same. In acting, writing, life, the real

a halfway house, she remembers only

indicators, the emotional movers, the things

one thing clearly: the taste of a packaged

that forward the story and touch our hearts

cinnamon bun, though she has no idea

are the little things.

why. Back in real time, Ellen’s reliance on cellophane wrapped snack foods, as comfort

Here’s an example. The scene above from

and safety, are an ongoing theme, though

“Scream at the Devil” was a culmination scene.

she doesn’t ever really understand or even

That means of course, that a great deal leads

question why. We will discover later that

up to it. This scene begins with Detective

she was given the sweet treat by the same

Johnson, played by Tony Todd, finding

neighbor who called the police, and being

me huddled, trembling and emotionally

five years old and not having eaten for sev-

destroyed in a small closet. What leads up

eral days, it was the most wonderful thing

to it is a night of delusion and horror that
have reduced me, and my mental health, to a quivering
glutinous mass. My home is completely destroyed,

The image is of her, Tony Todd and director Joseph Stachura on
‘Scream At The Devil’ set.

she had ever, or will ever eat. If I had stated
in the opening chapter, “Ellen used snack foods as a
substitute for affection and family,” it would have been,

everything in it is upside down, closets are emptied, dishes are broken, suffice to

as we say, “too on the nose.” It would have technically meant the same thing, but as it

say that when Det. Johnson’s partner, (played by Kiko Ellsworth) comments, “She’s

is implied, and subtle, it moves the reader more. At least, I hope it does.

not much of a housekeeper, but we can’t arrest her for that!” he is making the
And what about life? I recently had to put down not one, but two beloved pets.

understatement of the film. (And he’s really funny.)

One thing I insist on is being with them, so that they will have something familiar and
So that’s the set up. Now, as they can’t find any evidence of a crime other than

comforting as they leave this world. You would think that the memory of that, the

destruction of my own home by me, they have to go. But Det. Johnson is not

shaving of the limb, the hypodermic filled with what the vets call, ‘the pink juice’ the

convinced, he sees a woman who is truly afraid of something. He sits down to try

glazing of eyes, would be what makes me sad. But it isn’t.

to talk me into leaving with him, to getting help, but I refuse. I cannot go back to
It’s the tiny things that move me. A few crushed leaves in my herb patch release a

a mental institution.

minty smell that makes me recall my lab lying there to cool down, her tail thumping
Following the script, we act out the scene, I tell him I won’t, can’t, leave. He

and her brown eyes hopeful. A glimpse of white tissue on the sofa beside me makes

gives me his number and tells me to call him if I need anything. Then he stands

me think for just a second that I see my cat, who loved to curl up in the small space

to go. But then he does something that was not in the script. He pauses, looks

between me and the arm while I was writing. Both of these things, and many more

around at the devastation that is my living room, then leans down, picks up a

bring me that cloying sadness of loss, sweet and empty. They are small things, yet so

candleholder laying on its side atop the coffee table, sets it upright, gives me a

filled with richness for me, and me alone, that I can only smile at the remembrance

sad but hopeful smile, and heads for the door.

as my throat tightens and my eyes well up.
So how would I write that? The smell of mint in the light wind would bring a choking
clench to my character’s throat and her fingers would move against her thumb with

And I began to weep.

a tactile memory of stroking the softest ears, while the recall of a soft snore makes
This film was very emotional for me, so I was already very raw, but that simple

her laugh out-loud, forgiving the tightness in her throat. A bark in the distance slows

move, that small action of righting something in a world so topsy-turvy, just said

her step as she walks back to the house, lingering to savor the scent of freshness and

so much. He didn’t say, “If you clean this place up, you’ll feel better.” He didn’t get

the memory of devotion. I don’t have to say, “She thought of her dead dog and it

out the vacuum cleaner; he didn’t do or state anything obvious, just that small,

made her cry.”

simple kindness that illustrated to a broken woman that she could begin to heal
There is something in comedy, and in good literature, called ‘the skip.’ That’s what

with tiny, baby steps.

I call it anyway. It’s a matter of association, from one thing to another that skips the
steps in between. It’s hard to think of a good example, but I’ll try. I was watching a

Wow. What a wonderful actor, to find that moment.

movie screening of a film I had done with a well known comedian, and there was a
And it’s the same for writing. When my new character Ellen is reminded of one

scene where I take my towel off, toss it on a chair, and stand there arguing in a bikini.

day in her horrific childhood, the day she was rescued from starving alone in

It was quiet in the screening room, and all I could think was, “This scene is lasting
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forever!” though it had probably been all of fifteen seconds. Then from the darkness next to me, the comedian said flatly, “Nice chair!” And I busted up laughing. He
had skipped the filler thoughts. If he had said, “You’ve taken your towel off, your
wearing a little bikini. Oh look, you’re cold, you must feel really exposed, let me take
the focus off of you… nice chair.”, it wouldn’t have been funny, would it?
So, if you are an aspiring writer, and want some practice, try this. It’s a version of a
‘sensory’ technique for acting. Take a real emotional time in your life. Relax quietly
and ‘live’ it. Let all the memories and feelings about it pass through you, focus on
the little things, the temperature in the room, the light on the trees, the smell of
traffic, the feeling of the slate on your bare feet, whatever it is, remember the sensations.

results. Notice these things, feel them, keep them, take them home with you. They
are what life is made of.
I wish you a million and nine small things, hundreds of thousands of special
shining moments, smells, sounds, memories. Pull one out and it will take you back,
bind them together, and you will have a life worth living.
Love, and tiny glints of beauty, to you all.

Shari

✪

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Shari is an author, actress, mom and everyday philosopher, (meaning that she says, “Oh
well,’ quite a bit.) She lives in the forests above Los Angeles with her film director husband,

Now write about it. Not in a linear way, but recalling the details as your primary
indicators. Look for the little things. The reflections of sky on water, the smell of
butter sautéing, the giggle of your niece in the other room, the splatters of dew
on a smooth rock, the kindness of someone in a hurry who pauses to hold a door
open for an elderly person, the music of gratitude in the scratchy ‘thank you’ that

Joseph P. Stachura, and their two magnificent daughters. She has published six novels, her
seventh “Invisible Ellen’ is currenty being made into a film with a LA based studio, and appeared in over 200 stage, film and TV productions. Her favorite roles include Sally Bowles
in ‘Cabaret,’ Beatrice in “Much Ado About Nothing’ and Lyles in “On Deadly Ground.”

YUMMY Goodness: TART BITES
Tart Bites was
conceived by Kelly
and Letizia, two
moms, during one
of their numerous
play dates with
their daughters.
The topic of making
tarts arose while
discussing delicious desserts and portions. The concept of having gourmet
flavors in a bite size serving was born. This was really exciting especially in
light of teaching their children how to have balanced diets to instill a healthy
body image, a positive relationship with food and generally being able to
have an occasional indulgence without feeling guilty. Although this applied to
their children, it also worked even better for the grown ups!

Tart Bites: (818) 646‑9071
17233 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, CA
Tue – Sat,
10 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. PST

From this little seed the two friends began to bake and bake and bake and
bake. Their friends were all too happy to be test subjects for the variety of
flavor combinations and soon the testing branched out to larger groups.
The feedback was encouraging. Lots of “WOW”, “mmmmmm”, eyes rolling
back and “can I try another?” These were all good signs that they were onto
something really great. After many taste tests they arrived at a collection of
tarts they feel will take the dessert world by storm.
This ACT writer agrees wholeheartedly. From storefront to live events, Kelly
and Letizia have figured out the recipe for success (and even a delicious cup of
espresso)! Family friendly and lots of fun, Tart Bites is a must.
Tart Bites is the best hidden gem in the Valley. To learn more you can find
them on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/TartBites), Twitter (https://
twitter.com/TartBites), Instagram (https://instagram.com/tartbites/) and of
course their website (http://www.tartbites.com). ✪
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Revealed:

How Serious Should You Take Your Child’s Interest In Acting
And How To Deal With It

by Melody Jackson, Ph.D., Founder/Owner Smart Girls Productions

He wanted to be an actor… but his family hated the idea.
He was a gifted athlete who had gotten a scholarship to
play football, but his heart just wasn’t in it. When he told
his father he wasn’t going to play football his second year
in college, it did not go over well. He had to choose: Play
football, make Dad happy, and have his college paid for. Or
follow his own bliss and pursue his heart’s desire to be an
actor.

1. Basic interest in acting.

A decision like this is not uncommon and it’s not an easy
one – for the child, young adult, or their parents. And there
is no simple answer. However, we can start by looking at
how serious your child seems to be in acting. Here are three
levels of interest and how to handle them.

2. Their interest in acting is sustained for a few months
at a time – they get on a kick about it -- but soon on to
the next thing.

At this level, your child sees a play or a TV show, they get inspired by it, and spontaneously tell you, “I want to do that. That looks like fun.” But within a couple days,
they’re on to the next thing.
They might like to perform in shows at church once in a while, but their interest
changes week-to-week. They mainly get interested in acting right after they’ve seen
something that looks like fun or when they’re inspired by someone.
For this case it’s good to go with the flow and let them explore different interests,
and see what sticks as something that becomes a passion for them, and see if they
want to take it to the next level.

Like in the first level, they see a show or performance they like, and now they want
to do it. They might bug you about it long enough that you find a class for them
to go to. You start wondering if they might be serious about it since they’ve been
talking about it for a while.
In this case, their interest is sustained for maybe two or three months at a time, but
then their enthusiasm dies off and their interest turns to another kind of performing. Now they’re very excited about that -- for a few months. This goes on until
they circle back around and the next year they want to take acting classes again.
At this point it’s obvious that they enjoy performing overall, but it’s distinct from
the third level. Their drive at this level is not a forceful insistence and pleading
that they “must” do this, but their interests keeps circling in this area of performing.
It may show up as interest in dancing, acting, playing piano, or other performing
talents.
At this point, it would be good to help them to understand that if they want to get
really good at something, like piano or acting, they need to stick with it. Let them
know that it’s fine if they don’t want to do it, but if want to get really good at it, they
need to focus and practice, just like the person who they were inspired by did.
This creates the space for the child to give some thought to what they want to do,
to see how interested they really are.

3. Your child is obsessed with performing and seems to be
a natural.
At this level, a child often loves performing of any kind -- acting, dancing, singing,
playing musical instruments, or all of the above. They love to be the center of
attention.

Their talent may be quite obvious because everyone talks about how good they
are. They will likely bug you to take them to acting classes or auditions or to try
to get them “on a Disney show.” They might tell you they want to be famous or
be a movie star. They may want to be in local plays at the community theater. At
this level, it’s often striking how focused they are for a child -- and this could be
whether they’re five or six or 13 or 15. Oftentimes, the performing bug is so within
them that they will create opportunities for themselves to perform for someone or
other and be the center of attention.
For kids in this category, it’s important to nurture that talent, but also to make them
realize that there is a cost that goes with it. If you tell them you will pay for their
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Audition Coming Up?
Dress for Success!
(continued from page 9)

good about one particular color over another. Light blue, teal, shades
of light pink or coral, generally give a light, airy feel. They are relaxacting classes, then maybe it means they can’t also take karate lessons – they need
to choose – to see how important it is for them. The idea is to let them know that
there are trade-offs and see what they choose. You don’t have to pay for them to do
everything! Let them choose. It’s part of their learning process.
If they still love acting, then encourage and support them and give them options to
the extent that you can. Kids at this level often can’t be stopped because they’re so
clear on what they want to do. And if you try to thwart their drive, you most likely will
have to deal with it later anyway when they confront you as an adult asking why you
didn’t support them in their passion!
If your child is at this level, do the best you can to find valid schools -- not one’s which
tell you they’re going make them famous models. Modeling criteria is very stringent
and very specific. Very few people have the genetics that make them suitable to be
models – just as with pro-athletes – some of it has to be in the DNA. However, with
acting, it’s wide open. I personally believe that there are no limitations on the look,
height, weight, ability or disability or anything else. If someone wants to be an actor –
child or adult -- they might be able to practice and get good at it.

ing, comfortable colors.

Q: What is the most popular color?
A: BLUE. The reason why is often expressed as Blue being a “nature
color.” The sky is blue and healing energy is associated with the color
of blue. Blue is a relaxing color, yet there are many shades of blue,
and picking one that feels right to you is important.

Q: Should the color of my audition outfit vary
according to what I am auditioning for?
A: Great question! Before an audition, it is important to keep in
mind what type of character you are auditioning for, and what type
of energy you want to project. If you auditioning for a role as a
lawyer, or corporate official, wear more aggressive colors. If you are

No matter where your child is on the scale of their desire, if they have an interest in
acting, it’s good to support their interest. Acting is a great way to explore feelings
and emotions and for them to learn ways to express themselves. So no matter what
level their interest is, it’s good for that.

auditioning for a role as a doctor, nurse, parent or happy- go- lucky
friend or neighbor, wear blue. It will make a difference in how people

As for a professional career, if your child wants to be on TV, commercials are a good
place to start. They don’t have to be an absolute dedicated serious actor from the
get-go. If they’ve got a nice smile and they’re likable, then it’s possible that they could
be a good candidate for doing commercials. So you could always start there.

view you.

Q: What other audition tips do you have?
A: Well, auditioning can be stressful so you want to get plenty of rest

To do commercials, they can take a couple of classes, get headshots done, get an
agent, and potentially get professional work. The point with commercials is that
whatever their level of focus, it doesn’t have to be a serious commitment for you or
for them. It’s a great place to start and hopefully that helps give you a sense of what
you can do with your child if they’re interested in pursuing an acting career.

and be hydrated. Try to eat something a few hours before your audition, so you aren’t starving when you are there. Regarding your hair,
makeup and wardrobe, keep it simple. Remember, you don’t want
casting people staring at your hair or your makeup unless it is a focal

If you want to help them take the next step and get started on seeing what it might
be like to do professional commercials or in some cases, TV shows for kids, then I
could help you do that. For this exact purpose, we offer a package called Hollywood
Kickoff For Kids which is for the purpose of guiding you as the parent through Hollywood and getting an agent, creating a starter resume, getting inexpensive great
headshots, and guiding you through the process of meeting with agents. If this is of
interest to you, you can check that out here. Also feel free to call me if you have questions about this, and we can discuss it to see whether it would be right for your child.
Meanwhile, cheer your little performer on as great artists change the world. But so do
scientists, inventors, explorers, and teachers. With that said, be sure to check in next
month on my article on choosing a major in college – addressing whether to support
them in getting a degree in theatre or something else. ✪
About the Author
Melody Jackson, Ph.D., founder of Smart Girls Productions, has worked closely with literally
thousands of actors and parents of young actors over the past 20+ years to help them find
legitimate agents and personal managers in Hollywood. Known for her gentle hand in
giving guidance to actors and parents of actors, she guides you through the Hollywood maze
so you can be confident about your choices. Whether you are the actor or you are helping
your young actor get started in Hollywood, Smart Girls Productions will help you get started
on your journey. As a first step, please accept our free gift,“The One Thing That Can
HelpYou Instantly Identify a Scam Website and Avoid It.” You may also call us for
more information at 818-907-6511.
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point for the part you are auditioning for.
Remember that certain colors can look great in person (red comes
to mind), but be a disaster on camera. Avoid wearing red, white and
black for on-camera auditions.
Your skin tone matters. When you audition straight into a camera,
there is no lighting designer that can adjust color to your skin tone.
What you see is what you get! If you have been that person that
thought “all black” was your best bet, think again. How often have
you received call backs with your current audition outfit?
Don’t be afraid to try a new color or combination. Your clothes don’t
have to be expensive either. Its color and style that matters, in that
order! Next audition, choose blue and see what happens! Good luck!
✪
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Acting Family Malone Does It All!

Mom Kim, shares how this busy family balances family life with their creative pursuits.
Hi! We are the Malone family
of six. In our family there are
four children: Austin (18), Hannah (15) and Christopher(10),
and older brother Daniel (21).
Daniel is more into music than
acting, although he occasionally does commercial work on
the side. He admits that he
didn’t particularly like getting
splashed by Shamu the Whale,
take after take, in 40 degree
weather.
Hannah began doing voice
over work when she was 8
years old. When her brother,
Austin, began to notice the
checks coming in the mail,
he decided that voice acting
might be a good thing to try.
The kids wanted to try acting
and modeling, so I enrolled
them in acting classes and all
of the workshops that came to town or were held by local casting directors.
Christopher attended one of these workshops and decided that he wanted
to do it also. The kids have also been a part of a performance group that
sings and dances live to keep them on their toes for the last four years. Parents who are willing, eventually get pulled in to acting themselves, because
they have to be on set anyway… and I say, why not? My husband Bart and I
started auditioning for commercials also. We absolutely LOVE the adventure
and excitement of being involved in this industry with our family and traveling down each new path that it takes us. The industry has taken us to New
York, LA, The Bahamas, Spain, North Carolina, Georgia, and so on….but we
mustn’t forget Tampa and Miami! The kids have now moved into auditioning for film and television and have their eye on their favorite shows, so
mom spends more of her time being “momager”to the family. Things like
taping auditions, updating resumes and websites, printing headshots and
driving or flying the kids all over the world in pursuit of their passion. All of
the kids are homeschooled. Daniel has graduated and is in college. Austin
only lacks one semester in Spanish to graduate. Hannah will graduate at
16, as she is a girl on a mission and Mr. Christopher doesn’t have to be in a
hurry!
All of the kids work hard, dedicate themselves even to the “inconvenient”
auditions…becasue THAT is
part of the adventure!

Austin Malone
Austin has dedicated himself
to working on his craft. His
acting coach Hank Stone
works with him for all of his
auditions and he has devel-
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oped into bookable talent. Austin’s
focus would be classified more as a
triple threat. He has been the lead
singer in a boy band and spent half
the year in LA this past summer
recording at Paramount Studios. He
is a singer, song writer and musician,
but is not willing to lay down his desire for voice over work in movies. He
still wants to land a role in film and
television. His resume continues to
build, but is far from blank. Austin is
an up and coming actor with a valid
passport. He is represented in LA, NY,
Miami and Orlando.

Hannah Malone

Hannah is the person that will take on the
world. Her ambition and drive to reach her
goals have her schedule pretty full, but she
wouldn’t have it any other way. Hannah is
a triple threat who can’t decide which she
loves more, so she tackles the singing/song
writing, acting, dancing and voice over
work as though they are one. Hannah and
her brother Austin are a dynamic duo who write songs together and perform
together on a regular basis. Hannah spent time in LA after signing a contract as
a single artist, and continues to pursue her love for entertaining. She regularly coaches with her acting coach Hank Stone, who has been instrumental in
helping Hannah blossom into an incredible actress. Hannah is completing her
schooling to receive her high school diploma by the age of 16. She is planning
to become legal 18 (valid age, after testing in California, to work as an adult),
and has a valid passport.

Christopher Malone
Christopher is the kid who could have his own
show. He is a natural actor who got a callback
on his very first movie audition for The little
Rascals and several others. He has the biggest
personality in the house and believes he can do
anything. He lived in LA with his brother Austin
and sister Hannah, and had the opportunity to
be called back to Disney and Nickelodeon. It is
only a matter time before someone scores this
cutie. Christopher loves to cook, especially ba-
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con. He has become the envy of his older siblings who were not allowed in the
kitchen when they were his age. He has his own chef’s hat and apron and likes
to wear his sister’s 70’s afro wig in public, just to observe the reactions. You
just never know what he might say, but that is the allure of Christopher Malone.
Christopher regularly coaches with Hank Stone and has a valid passport.

will say that anything I get booked on with my entire family could be classified as my “favorite” job.

Is the dog pictured in your family shot, also included in
your family submissions?

Can you lead a “normal” family life when every member is
in the business?

I have submitted our dog but he has
not booked anything. I’m not sure why
because he’s the cutest dog in the whole
world.

That depends on what you define as “normal”. For us, it’s normal to rearrange schedules on the fly for auditions and jobs. We are able to rearrange our
schedules because we are business owners. It would be difficult to pursue if we
worked for someone else, since many auditions are last minute. I also have my
own studio for self tapes and run my own self taping business, with my partner
and acting coach, Hank Stone.

Any advice for a family considering this industry?
I would say that it’s important to get yearly commitments from everyone. Anyone
who is in this business has to WANT to be
in this business and agree to what that
means . Being successful in this industry
means investing your money, time and
effort even when it’s inconvenient. We
invest financially in headshots and training
to prepare for the opportunities when
they come up.

How often are you cast as a family?
Not as often as I would like. My husband and two of my children look ambiguous and can play Hispanic, so many times they split our family up. They put
Austin and I in the Caucasian family and they put Bart, Christopher and Hannah
in the Hispanic family. We are just glad to book work, however they want to cast
us.

When you are cast together, does everyone get along?
I have never had a problem with my children not getting along on set. They are
professionals and know how to behave on a job. Now, sometimes there are
conversations in the car on the way home..... but NEVER while we are working.

Do you have one agent for the family or does everyone
have different agents?
My children have an agent in California, New York, Miami, Tampa, and Orlando.
My husband and I work with an agent in Orlando and one agent in Tampa.

Would you recommend this for other families?
I would recommend having an agent in the different regions to increase your opportunities. In Florida we have this option available to us. Different agents have
different relationships with different clients. I would not recommend having
multiple agents in one region (southwest vs. Miami, for example). Most casting
directors don’t like talent to have multiple agents. It puts them in an awkward
position if more than one talent agency submits them for the same job. Casting
directors don’t want to be responsible for choosing your agent for you and may
be passed over you all together, if they are put in that position.

How long have you been involved in the entertainment
business?
I have been involved in the entertainment business for about 8 years.

What has been your favorite job as a family, so far?
Our favorite job so far was definitely going to Spain, and we did get booked on
that as a family. It was a fabulous adventure that we all got to enjoy together. I

We don’t get to choose when really good
auditions come down the pipe. Sometimes the kids have to change plans that
they’ve made with their friends so that
they can attend an audition or job. We all
re-evaluate each year and commit for the
year, sort of like committing to your soccer
team for a season. At the end of the year,
anyone can opt out when it’s time to renew headshots and such. This works
best for my family and keeps our attitudes in check since we all know what to
expect.

Anything else that you would liked to share?
This business is fun and exciting, but it’s not for everyone. I’m doing this
because my kids love it and I enjoy it too. The moment it’s not enjoyable, it’s
time to move on.

How can our readers follow you (social media, Imdb, etc.)?
Readers can follow us on Facebook and Instagram! We are currently working
on our websites. Austin’s instagram is bbmalone (an inside joke) Everyone
else is listed by their name on FB. Kim is shayefoot on Instagram.
Thank you, Malone Family, for sharing with our ACT family and may we wish
you many future successes and awesome family adventures together! ✪
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Kids and Technology Addiction
Three Tips to Safeguard Your
Child’s Future
by Jada Jackson LMHC

consists of now. I can absolutely account for partaking in technology and
activities indoors much more than playing outside as I grew up. While there
isn’t anything wrong with playing electronic games and watching some
television, how much is too much? When does it all become detrimental?
How do we prevent the problems of addiction— which are quickly becoming very common and even have specific diagnoses—? There has even been
talk of adding these types of disorders to the next edition of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders! Here is an important question
we should all ask ourselves and research: What is the influence of technology on a developing child?
Merely a couple decades ago, kids had to create their own entertainment
and really use their imagination in play. Simply having fun really exercised
the mind and allowed the flourishing of creativity. Kids of the past were
almost always on the move, exploring nature and aspects of the world
now overshadowed by electronics. This allowed the brain to be stimulated
and, as a natural result, intelligence and education to develop and reach
optimal levels. Of course one who goes out and exposes his/her senses to
all sorts of different learning opportunities and information, will be more
educated about the world. Overall more developed than an individual who
stays inside and doesn’t do much more than experience what the TV and
computer have to offer.
A 2010 Kaiser Foundation study revealed that elementary aged kids spend
about 7.5 hours each day on entertainment technology. In addition, 75% of
children have TVs in their bedrooms, and 50% of all North American homes
have the television on all day! Those are rather astounding facts. No longer
There is much controversy regarding technology and its negative effects on

do families actually talk and spend quality time together. The TV is the main

children. Because television is relatively new in the grand scheme of time—

focus and source of communication. Constantly relying on electronic and

our great grandparents’ generation grew up without it—and for the most

sedentary activities dramatically limits one’s developing imagination and

part computer and video games were born in the 80s, there is concern and

ability to be creative. More importantly, these types of entertainment can

skepticism about the potential harm that could ensue from the entertain-

impede one from achieving proper sensory and motor development. Rap-

ment, now in almost every household around the world. We live in the age

idly advancing technology has caused an increase in physical, psychological,

of sedentary lifestyles. Kids used to spend most of their time outside playing

and behavioral disorders.

with friends, and fun used to be defined as finding ways to stay out of the
house and not be bored on the couch! My, how things have changed.

Childhood obesity, as a result of staying inside and being on the couch
too much, is a national epidemic in the United States. ADHD, autism,

Today if you were to ask a handful of elementary children what they like to

developmental delays, unintelligible speech, learning difficulties, anxiety,

do for fun or how they spend their time after school, the majority of the re-

depression, and sleep disorders are all associated with technology over-

sponses would consist of, “watching TV” or, “playing my favorite video game.”

use—at an alarming degree. The following factors are critical in achieving

That’s just the way recent generations have grown up and what our culture

proper development and a healthy child: movement, human connection,
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touch, and nature. Such factors ensure normal posture, bilateral coordination,
appropriate arousal states, and a good educational foundation for entering
school. It’s frightening that by engaging in too much television or electronic
games, all 4 critical components go unaddressed. What does this say about
how technology affects a child? It is clear that one must monitor TV, cellular,
and internet usage by children so that important developmental milestones
are not missed— resulting in suboptimal intellect.
Below are some tips to keep a relationship with technology under control!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Authors: Jada Jackson LMHC and Emily Simpson (Intern)
Jada Jackson, MS, LMHC – Emotional Mojo Talk Show Host, Communicator, Author &
Licensed Mental Health Counselor working with couples, teens, young adults and women
empowerment issues nationwide. Visit Jada at www.Jadajackson.com
References:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/cris-rowan/technology-children-negativeimpact_b_3343245.html

• Set a rule that for every hour inside spent on sedentary
activities, your child must spend 3 hours outside.
This just keeps a healthy ratio of the types of stimulation, with more importance placed on getting the healthy interactions and sensory discovery the
real world provides.
• For young kids make TV time an educational experience.
Baby Einstein videos are well-known and scientifically created to help stimulate the early child mind. Disney Junior is ideal for kids around the kindergarten age. This portion of the Disney Channel focuses on educational topics
while still being fun and entertaining!
• Despite living in a world consumed with electronics, make sure you’re engaging with your child and they are getting the kind of interpersonal contact
necessary for prosperity and being a well-adjusted human.
Some resources to take advantage of, if you have a child leaning toward an
addiction to any kind of technology, include the following sites: http://netaddiction.com/parents/; http://childpsychologist.com.au/resources/technologyaddition-and-young-people.

Jada Jackson LMHC
SELF-ESTEEM COACH

The latter website offers articles and interviews on disorders, as well as ways
to tell if your child is in fact addicted to technology or possesses a milder
problem. In addition, you can find strategies and tips to combat the struggles

“Jada has a creative way of connecting with young
women. She is easy to talk to, personable and
“down to earth.” ~ Testimonial

the popular ways of entertainment today can pose.

gence. It can be dangerous, as research has shown, but with the knowledge

Jada Jackson is an Emotional Mojo Talk Show Host, Author,
Runway Model and Licensed Mental Health Therapist. Her
passion is to guide young women into meaningful and purposeful
living, particularly in the areas of self-esteem, personal
enrichment, emotion management, and image enhancement.

and preparedness one can have, there is no reason why TV, internet, games, or

Contact Jada Today! info@ jadajackson.com

Like many things, technology is good in moderation and without overindul-

cellphones, can’t be enjoyed without negative effects. ✪
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Living Your Dreams in the Real World
A series about how creative professionals balance careers and
By Abby Tyrrell

Profile #2 (See Profile #1 in ACT issue 14)

Chris Sullivan

you were always passionate about?

Chris Sullivan and I go way back. Full disclosure, we are actually related. He
is married to my sister and is the father of my wonderful nephew and niece.
We met in 2002. I was actually there the night he and my sister met. A few
years later he officially became a member of my family and now I have the
pleasure of experiencing his humor on a regular basis. Ever since I’ve known
Chris, he has been a stellar and committed actor and improviser. He has
many other life skills as well, such as being able to pilot a several-hundredyear-old replica tall ship, and corralling groups of impressionable teenagers.
Over the last several years Chris has been establishing a non-profit theater
company in the Orange County, California area, not a small feat. I’ve heard
bits and pieces of his origins as a young artist, but never the whole story, so
I thought this would be an excellent opportunity to learn more about how
he went from being a theater student, to an actor, improviser, teacher and
non-profit director.

Abby: What did you want to be when you were young?
Chris: A Rock Star and Handsome. At least I achieved one of the two.

A: How did you discover performing and acting? Was it something
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artistic pursuits.

C: I took an acting class when I was a freshman in high school. I thought it
would be an easy “A”. I spent the first semester kind of skirting by. Then we
got a new teacher. She gave us a lesson where we had to write a 30 second
commercial and perform it. If we screwed up, she would call cut and we would
continue doing takes until it was done. I blew it off and when it was my turn
I asked to go to the restroom, but instead, I went to the vending machine and
bought M&M’s. I then improvised the commercial and did the second and third
take word for word. At the end of class, the teacher called me over, told me
she knew what I did and if I started taking theater seriously, I could be good
because I was talented.

A: So she ended up being a really positive influence, and you found
something you enjoyed and were good at. Have there been other
people over the years that influenced and supported you?
C: When I was in high school, I had two theater teachers, Sheila Hillinger and
Paul Beidler. They took me under their wing and gave me a reason to quit ditching school. At the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, Karen Hensel told me I
was fearless on stage and that was a gift few had. She also told me I wouldn’t
work consistently until my 40’s because of my look and the roles I played. I am
looking forward to the roles and money rolling in any day now. At South Coast
Rep, I had a teacher named Ron Boussom. He was a very physical actor and
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handle issues when they arise.

kind of gave me a meaning
to the madness that I was
trying to figure out since I
liked to create characters

A: Did what you wanted to become change along the way?
C: My two best friends, Joshua Stecker and Joseph Alanes, and I used to talk
about running our own theater when we were teens. We are doing that now,
so in that respect that goal hasn’t changed. I think I had the visions of being
a movie star when I was younger, but after a few days on a major film set
in the Caribbean, I realized that wasn’t where I belonged. I wanted to be a
Forest Ranger for a while, but there was too much schooling involved.

physically more than from the
inside. As an improviser, Tracy
Burns taught me more about
storytelling than I could have
ever hoped. I have had great
teachers, many that have
become friends, but I don’t
know if anyone has taken me
under their wing post school. I would like to be a mentor and that is one of
the missions at Modjeska Playhouse, to help young theater artists discover
their path.

A: Was there any sort of career advice or guidance given to you in
high school, or after high school?

A: Did you have family support to pursue performing?

C: As I said before, I was a tall ship sailor that was promoted from Deckhand
to First Mate to Captain. It was all done in character as 1800’s sailors so it was
acting, improv and sailing all in one. I also did some street performing as a
juggler and did some school assemblies.

C: My parents have always been supportive and proud of my choice to work in
theater. I think when I was younger, they were happy I was coming out of my
shell and not just riding skateboards and listening to punk music. Now that I
am the Co-Artistic Director of Modjeska Playhouse, they are proud to see me
as an artist and a business person.

A: What artists inspired you growing up?
C: I suppose the actors that inspired me most when I was young were Robin
Williams and Bill Murray. I loved the way they found the comedy in everything they did and they did it in different ways.

A: What kind of education have you had for acting and performance?
C: I studied acting at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts and South Coast
Repertory’s Professional
Intensive. I studied improv at
Los Angeles Theatersports/
Improv LA and clown at the
San Francisco School of Circus
Arts.

C: Trust your instincts, don’t be afraid to take risks and if it’s not fun, why do
it? It is a hard and stressful life and if you aren’t completely dedicated to it or
enjoying it, find another path.

A: What is your current career?
C: I am the Co-Artistic Director at Modjeska Playhouse, a non-profit theater
company, and I teach Theater and Improvisational Theater at South Coast
Repertory. I also act and direct.

A: What other jobs have you have had prior to this?

A: Do you have any past performance highlights that you are especially
proud of?
C: I honestly think every show I have ever done, be it legitimate theater
or improvisational theater, has been a highlight. If I wasn’t having fun, I
wouldn’t be doing it. As far as one show, I am really enjoying being in our
current production of The 39 Steps. It is the first show in Modjeska’s own
space so it is pretty exciting… and stressful.

A: You’ve mentioned that you run your own non-profit theater company, can you tell us more about how that came about? What has the
process been like?

A: What kind of education
did you have for nonperformance activities, and
did you enjoy that as well?
C: I didn’t go to real college. I
did spend a few years sailing
on a replica of an 1800’s
Tall Ship, which I eventually became the Captain of. I
learned a lot on the boat. Not
only about sailing, physics
and math, but about being a
leader, what kind of a leader
I wanted to be, how to be a
better teacher and how to

C: Well, Josh, Joe and I had
the idea in High School. We all
went our separate ways for a
while, but came back in 2008.
We were hanging out one night
and decided it was time to start
the theater. We filed for our
Non-Profit Status and mounted
our first show, The Complete
Works of William Shakespeare
(abridged) we sold the show
really well and made a ton
of money and thought “hey,
this is a piece of cake” we
then struggled for the next
few years mounting shows in
borrowed spaces, begging for
money and being turned down
by landlord after landlord as
we looked for a space. We
finally had a landlord accept us
(continued on page 25)
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BENEFITS of Dance Competitions
f o r

a

P e r f o r m i n g

Another dance competition season
has ended and there is a flurry of
mixed emotions as we wrap up our
Benefit Show. The Benefit Show
is a yearly tradition of giving back
to our community while performing all of our competition dances
for the last time. The hard work
and long weekends have ended
for the moment, but there is a lingering sadness as we will miss our
close camaraderie during those
long competition weekends. It is
bittersweet as each girl dances
her solo one last time, the solo she
rehearsed hours on end with her
instructor, her dance friends, and
even her sister, for in dance, they
are all sisters in one very talented
and hardworking dance family.
I wait backstage as another dancer
gracefully exits to fall breathless
and panting to the ground, only sitting up to watch and cheer on the
next dancers before their moment
to express art in motion
is gone in less than three
minutes. Mothers are not
immune to these heartfelt emotions, and we
are probably more sensitive to our daughters
than they will ever know,
but we must try to keep
it together just in case
they are on the brink of
falling apart.

A r t i s t

by Catherine Zayak

ture in their work ethic many of these
young dancers are already. Dance
competitions challenge dancers to
push beyond their limit and achieve
more.
At our last dance competition, the solos were scheduled after 9 P.M. My
daughters practiced all afternoon
with their dance friends coaching
them and stretching them until the
minute before they took the stage.
Their hard work paid off – not in the
award or points from the judges –
but in the eyes of their teacher and
friends who know what they are capable of, and who knew they danced
it out of the park, or in this case, the
theater.

My oldest daughter lost her breath
and her voice, but she smiled as her
teacher and friends hugged her as
Photos by Cathy Heinz Photography
she left the stage, knowing
she was that much closer
to perfection for a dancer
strives for perfection. What
is a dancer without a perfect line, a perfectly pointed toe, a dancer knows
she will always be looked
at with a critical eye, well,
except in the eyes of her
mother. A soft-hearted loving mother always sees
My daughters want a
her daughter in glowing
career in the entertainlight, a princess on the
ment business which is
stage, her soul bared for
a very competitive busiall to see. Besides, judgness, but I can argue that
ing is so subjective. Some
everything worthwhile
judges might be looking
in life is competitive if
more for technique at one
someone else desires it
competition
and
another
competition
the
judges may be looking for
too. Dance competitions prepare them for the physical and emowho
can
perform
the
most
acro
tricks
or
the most pirouettes or
tional stamina needed to compete for dancing and acting opporthe highest leaps. At another competition, the judges just want to be
tunities. Dancers learn at a young age that they are never good
entertained. But if the judges were looking for artistry and the most
enough – there is always someone better, but they also learn how
to perfect their dancing. There is no sweeter reward than knowing
heart, I believe she won as she danced her heart out that night with
you did your personal best. It is amazing how focused and mathe graceful artistry inspired by her teacher and hours in the studio.
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My youngest daughter struggles with anxiety, but even at her tender young age, she gathers the strength to work past it and dances
as though nothing is holding her back, least of all, nerves. A bad
case of the nerves can destroy your audition and your confidence.
Dance competitions help children achieve an emotional strength, a
thick skin that allows them to smile through disappointment and go
on to the next dance. I was so proud of her when she said to me
after she left the stage, “That girl before me was really good, so I
knew I had to bring my A game.” Just to know that despite her anxiety, she found her own inner strength to not only take the stage
after an excellent dancer but to outperform her as well, proves to
me that she is learning valuable life lessons.
Dance also teaches the girls to grab opportunities and make their
own choices. My daughters understand it is an honor for their
dance teacher to offer them a role in another dance or to replace
an injured dancer. Although it is challenging at times, they have accepted graciously. This year, both of my daughters were asked to
take on roles in a Musical Theater dance with the oldest members
of their dance company. Initially, my youngest daughter was hesitant because she had never danced with anyone besides her own
age group. After the first two competitions, I saw her grow more
confident, and she was happy she made the right choice as she
could never imagine not doing it. It was a rewarding experience
for both of them, and an excellent way for them to grow closer to
their older dance sisters.
There is a story behind every one of the dancers I know, and they
are all beautiful, poised and professional young ladies. I believe the
common thread they share is their dance family of dedicated and
loving instructors and dance moms, who not only love and take
care of their own kids but all of the girls who may need help with
hair, false eyelashes or a torn costume. Maybe we are fortunate
enough to be in an ideal environment, but I am a believer in if you
put out good energy, you will receive it. I have so much gratitude
and respect for their teachers that I find it difficult to express it
properly in writing, but not only do they have a place in my daughters’ hearts, they have a place in mine as well.
Preparing for dance competitions requires focus and discipline
and long hours in the dance studio. The dancers learn sacrifice for
their art at a young age as they must turn down birthday party
invites and weekend movie dates and days by the pool. Choices
must be made at a tender age that can affect them for life. Surprisingly, these girls knowingly and willingly make these sacrifices
because they already have the ambition and clear set goals. Their
dream inspires their Moms as well, and every time they hug and
thank us for giving them this opportunity to dance – well, it makes
it all worthwhile. ✪
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Catherine Zayak wrote her first play when she was ten years old. Currently,
she is the mother of two beautiful little girls. Inspired by their creativity, she
is returning to her writing, and is perfecting a Feature Film and a Television
Pilot at the moment. She is a formerly anxious, shy child who loved being on
stage. Catherine is a self-confessed makeup addict whose interests include
screenwriting, fashion, dance, a clean house, historical novels, and astrology.

Photos of behind the scenes with the Viera Dance Conservatory Performing Teams 2015
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THE THEATER

AS REHEARSAL FOR LIFE with Actor: Anderson Piller
By Angie Engelbert
for whatever life has thrown my way. I owe my reading comprehension
and fine motor skills, memory, confidence, problem solving and timemanagement abilities, teamwork, and many other “life” skills to theater.
While Los Angeles and New York may be the meccas for the film and
television industries, aspiring star-to-be’s can still gain valuable experience on the local stage NOW. Yes, that groundbreaking film role may
be around the corner, but stage time will help any actor hone his craft
and stay warm. While actors can prepare for audition after audition,
participating in a play means seeing a collaborative project through from
beginning to end. It’s even more than that. It’s rehearsal for life.
Waiting for that big break? Meet Anderson Piller, theatrical child actor
transitioning into the film and television world. As a vivacious 8-year-old,
Anderson has already acted in 13 plays, two pilots, and a handful of short
films-and he’s only been acting for three years.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO ACTING?
I saw my sister in Guys and Dolls, and I wanted to do it with her, so I asked
my mom if I could do the next play.
WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST GIG?
When I was five, I was in The Best Christmas Pageant Ever in El Segundo. I
played one of the Herdman kids. I had a lot of fun because when I first
started, I couldn’t say a line, and then I went up to the director and said I
was ready. He gave me lines. It gave me a boost of confidence.

Growing up with a cornfield for a backyard and
cow pastures for miles, I turned to the local theater
to hone my imagination beyond the confines of
small town America. At the inquisitive age of seven,
I performed in my first Christmas play, and the rest
is history. By the time I left Indiana at the age of 21,
my resume was chalk full of over 40 community
theater plays, events, and musicals, over two dozen
collegiate shows including awarding winning ACTF
entries, and even a few Equity points from the summer stock theater companies I worked at across the
United States. With a couple of dollars in my pocket
and a whole lot of dreams, I ventured west, only
equipped with whatever would fit in my Toyota Tercel. Sadly, I had to abandon that decrepit car on the
side of the highway on opening night of my first west
coast play in order to make it to curtain on time.
Landing first in San Diego and now in Los Angeles, I realize that those
long hours rehearsing lines at the community rec center, practicing tap
combinations at the Mill Race Amphitheater, and warming up vocals
before a university musical theater tour, have more than prepared me
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Photos by Shawn L. Summerer
Top: Gooch (ELizabeth Bouton) and Young Patrick (Anderson Piller) on the
streets of New York singing a hymn to St. Bridget to deliver them from evil.
Bottom: Babcock (Harold Dershimer) meets Young Patrick(Anderson Piller) as a
wary Mame (Partricia Butler) looks on.

Inside

Ellie’s
Head

HOW OFTEN ARE YOU WORKING ON YOUR CAREER?
I’m always doing a show. When I’m not rehearsing, I’m taking classes-singing,
dancing, acting, film. My dad takes me to commercial or film auditions about
twice a week.

by Ellie Shoja

HOW DO YOU HANDLE SCHOOL WORK WITH SUCH A BUSY SCHEDULE?
My teacher is really understanding and helps me a lot. I bring my work to
auditions and rehearsals with me. Plus, I feel like I’ve gotten better at reading. I
can understand a story quicker because I’ve been reading a lot of scripts and I
know what they mean. I can memorize lines really quickly.
HOW HAS DOING THEATER HELPED PREPARE YOU FOR FILM, TELEVISION, AND COMMERCIAL AUDITIONS?
I think there’s more pressure in a play audition than a short film because in a
short film audition, there’s only like two people there: one who listens and one
who reads. In a play, a bunch of people are sitting in a row. You feel nervous
because you don’t get to know them. They just sit and watch you.
Plays have prepared me for auditions because I don’t get too nervous anymore. I say the line right the first time, because in a play, you only get one shot.
This has pushed me but helped me.
IN YOUR CURRENT PRODUCTION OF MAME, YOU’RE THE ONLY KID IN
THE CAST. HOW DOES THAT FEEL?
It’s been pretty cool because the adults are just like kids. We laugh, talk about
all sorts of stuff, and play Hopscotch ( an app). They’re really nice and always
include me.

WRITING EXERCISE #6
(STAIRS – HORROR)
In Honor of Friday the 13th, let’s do a horror-centric writing exercise!
For this exercise, you’ll need your pen and paper, AND a set of stairs.
These stairs can be inside your house, at a park, on a beach trail, or
anywhere else you can find them. For the sake of uniformity, block off a
portion of the stairs that has 12 – 15 steps (enough to get you from one
level of a building to the next). You can start at the bottom of the stairs,
run up to the second level, then back down to the first level. If you’re
outside somewhere, run up 15 steps then run back down.
1) Run up and down the (15) steps TWICE as though you’re running for
your life from dangerous villain.
2) Answer & Write: What is are the most terrifying features of your
villain?
3) Run up and down the steps TWICE as though you’re still running
from the villain.
4) Answer & Write: What’s your villain’s weapon of choice?

IF YOU WEREN’T ACTING, WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
Probably singing, dancing, or researching outer space and Indian Tribes.

5) Run up and down the steps TWICE as though you’re still running
from the villain.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT YOURSELF?
I like that I can act, sing, and dance. When I combine those, I can be amazingwhich is true for any other person.

6) Answer & Write: Why is the villain after you?
7) Run up and down the steps TWICE as though you’re still running
from the villain.

- Pure genius from the mouth of an eight-year-old. Whether or not a person
possesses natural talent or the talent to work hard doesn’t matter in the end.
Combining your natural abilities or honed crafts with discipline will reap
everlasting rewards. In the case of Anderson, acting has enhanced all areas of
his life. He owes the theater thanks for the memories he’s made doing plays
with his sister and friends, his increased language arts aptitude, and confidence
to take on life’s challenges. Doing plays has simply been rehearsal for life in
Anderson’s world, and he urges all others to experience the magic, mystery,
and mayhem of participating in a play. The advantages are endless.
NAME: Anderson Piller
AGE: 8
FAVORITE ROLE: Gingy in SHREK THE MUSICAL
AGENCY: Sovereign Talent Group
MANAGER: Ron Williams ✪

8) Answer & Write: What is he going to do to you if he catches you?
9) Run up and down the steps TWICE as though you’re still running
from the villain.
10) Write for 10 uninterrupted minutes: The villain has cornered you.
Describe the scene that follows.

“If writers spend the time they spend on looking for agents, on actually writing,
the right agent will find them much faster than they anticipated.”
– An agent whose name escapes me
Follow me on Twitter & Instagram: @BraveEllie
E-Mail me: BraveEllie@icloud.com
IMDb.me/ellieshoja
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by Alistair McKenzie
Ava Ames is a bundle
of joy wrapped up in a
charmed life. I got the
chance to spend a few
minutes with her to
discuss acting, her passions, her family and her
plans for the future.

again. She laughs a lot. It’s
kind of infectious.

She was born in Scottsdale AZ, but moved with
her family to Baltimore
MD very early on. It was
in Baltimore that she
discovered a love for
horses, ballet and performing. “I was always
asking my Daddy, ‘Please let me ride horsies,’” she laughs. ‘Now,
we have a ranch and I get to ride a lot. I love horse back riding.”
Though I prodded, she preferred to keep her “furry friends”
names private. “Maybe that will be another reveal,” she laughs

In 2012 she was cast
in a bank commercial
for the Olympics. “That
started me,” she says. It

The family moved back
to Scottsdale when Ava
was still very young. It
was there she got her
start acting.

led to other roles
in short films
and television,
including a stint
on Fresh Off The
Boat on ABC.
There, she got
to work with her
brother. “It was
awesome,” she
says. “I love acting
with my brother.
He’s older than
me. We’re Irish
twins,” she laughs.
“Eleven months
apart.”
Her love of perLeft: Ava showing her awesome dance skills
formance started Below: Ava on the set of “The Secret of Joy”
Above: Ava on the “Green” Carpet” at the “Dance With
before she can
Films Event”
remember. As
a little girl she imitated the Osbournes. All of them. At six, she
dressed as Ozzy for Halloween because she could. “They thought
it was cool,” she says of the other kids on the block. Her innate
desire to express herself through art led her to dance. “Ballet is
my favorite. I just started pre-point,” she tells me. I don’t know
much about dance, but I know “point” is tough, and very advanced.
“I used to take twenty four hours of class every week. I love to
dance,” she sighs. “I was very competitive. I still do some competitions.”
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Living Your Dreams in the Real World
(continued from page 19)

and it then took close to a year to get through all of the city politics, parking
studies, Conditional Use Permits etc. etc. blah blah blah. But now we are up
and running in a small 50 seat black box theater.

A: So it sounds like there have been some hurdles along the way?
C: There have been so many hurdles; I could be a track star. We chose to build
the theater in an area where there wasn’t a theater, but a definite need and
desire. Because of that, we had a lot of hurdles. It took a while to get here,
but we are happy to be here and excited to face new challenges that are, at
least, theater related.

Ava, in action, on set with cast and crew.

Dance helped develop Ava’s love of music. She’s been playing
piano since age eight and recently took up the guitar. “My brother
is getting pretty good at guitar,” she comments. “I’m better at
piano. But, sometimes we play together.” It takes some prodding,
but she admits the two of them will soon be venturing into the LA
music scene together.

Acting is fun, she says. Dance and music are too. And, volunteering is good for everyone. But, what does she want to be when she
grows up? Not an actress. A dentist. God love her. Until then, she’ll
laugh all the way to set. ✪

IMDB: Alistair McKenzie
http://www.imdb.me/Alistair McKenzie

A: How do you find time to balance between day-to-day work, life
and pursuing your other goals such as growing the theater company?

A: Are you happy with your work/life balance?

As busy as is Ava, she still finds time to volunteer as a Junior Ambassador at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles. She tries to positively
impact the lives of cancer patients, some of whom turn out to be
fans of the same things. One such fan went with her to a showing
of The Secret of Joy, in which Ava plays the title role. “She thought
it was good.”

A graduate of the prestigious program at
Southern Oregon University, he brings a
diverse tapestry of skills and experience to
the art of film and television production.

C: I like to see my parents proud of the theater. It also makes me proud to not
only see former and current students in the audience, but to have had the
chance to cast a few of them and occasionally pay them a little.

C: I don’t sleep very much, my dog feels neglected and I don’t get to ride my
bike as often as I would like. I am lucky to have a supportive family.

With all these wonderful talents, I ask her half seriously, if she had
to choose between acting, dance and music, which would it be.
Another laugh. “Oh, no. I couldn’t. I can’t make a choice like that.”
Thank goodness she doesn’t have to.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alistair is an experienced actor, writer and
producer. Among his numerous television
and film credits are The Ploy, Dangerous
Games, Grimm, Midnight Scorpion, Insurrection, Boone: The Bounty Hunter, Just
Nuisance, and Stable Wars: Del Mar.

A: What about some satisfying moments along the way?

C: I would like to spend more time in the mountains, riding my bike, playing
guitar, hanging out with my wife and kids and taking the dog for walks, but
I also love to be in the theater as a performer, director and teacher. Maybe
someday there will be balance.

A: Do you feel fulfilled?
C: No. I always want more and want to be better at all aspects of my life. I
kind of feel like if you are fulfilled then there is nowhere to go. It’s kind of an
exhausting way to think of things, but what do you do?

A: What are you hoping for the future?
C: I want Modjeska Playhouse to grow into the vision we have for it. I want
to become a better teacher and performer. I want to be a mentor to young
performers. I want to hike the Pacific Crest Trail. I want to make my kids
proud and enjoy the life I have chosen.

A: Do you have any advice or words of wisdom you’d like to impart on
young performers?
C: My favorite saying is “Serve the Story” We have it written in our lobby. I
think it is rather all encompassing. As an actor, director, tech, or whatever,
it is always our goal to find the story and do it the justice that it deserves.
As an improviser, we work to “Serve the Story” because it is more important
than the single performer. I suppose it works pretty well in life too. ✪
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Abby Tyrrell works in the Film & TV
Licensing Department at Universal
Music Enterprises as a Director of TV
Licensing and periodically teaches
private voice lessons. She received
her Doctorate of Musical Arts in Early
Music Performance for voice from
USC’s Thornton School of Music. She
currently lives in Los Angeles with
her husband and daughter.
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Read About These Amazingly
Ta l e n t e d Yo u n g Pe o p l e . . .

Sierra Wade

Elijah

Catherine Nollie

Logan Gatza

Kylie Burkholder

Sarah-Alexia Jones

Boriana Williams

Kiya Sakari

Hailey Grant

Chase Zawilinski

Nathan Brewer

Gabriella Brewer

Kaley Easterling

Jack B. Meyer

YOUR Child’s Photo!!

Sierra Wade: Actor, Viera, FL

PSA for Nickelodeon at 13. Elijah has done many commercials both regional and national
for companies like Pepsi, Sams club, and Disney, voice overs for Verizon and Mike and Ike

Sierra is a 9th Grader in Viera High School. She works hard in all
she does. She is a super student with a 4.0 grade average and is
currently in the Collegiate Program. She’s been on film sets working hard as an actor in several projects and has also worked as the
crew. Sierra has played Competitive Soccer, Volleyball and Swimming. She is continuing her acting eduation by taking advanced
acting classes with Jonathan McFadden with Prodigy Talent.

candy and a few short films and a feature film that is in pre-production and starts filming
in April. He commutes into Manhattan several times a week from his Pennsylvania home
for auditions and classes. Aside from acting he has a passion for playing all types of guitar
that started at the age of 7, he enjoys singing, shooting his long bow, hanging out with
friends in the NYC and going to the beach .
Manager: Nouveaux Talent Agency, Ashley/Robyn: 516-295-2017, Nouveauxtalent@aol.
com

Elijah: Actor - NYC
Elijah was born in Pennsylvania. He started modeling at age 13 and discovered his love of
acting while taking some local on camera classes. Soon he started auditioning and taking
acting classes of all varieties in NYC and booked his first ever audition as a principal in a
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Catherine Nollie, Actress/Model, Winter Park,Fl
Catherine is 10 years old, and has been taking modeling and acting classes for 2 years now.
She has a passion for modeling ,acting as well as singing and playing the drums. Catherine
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is an honor roll student and reads on a freshman college level; and works hard at achieving
her dreams.she is currently in an upcoming National American Miss pageant and well be in
several optional contest. Catherine is a lucky little girl, and with her family supporting her
career. Catherine plans to work hard for her career by preparing herself with Acting classes
and workshops. Contact: yolandanollie@yahoo.com / 407.431.6906

Logan Gatza: Model/Actor/Athlete - FL

Hailey Grant: Actress/Model - CA
Hailey Grant was born Jan.16,2001 and currently lives in the Sacramento area. She has
been acting and dancing for about 3 years. She has worked on ‘Chasing Mavericks’ as a
body double. She has also worked on HBO’s ‘Looking’ twice and many other projects. Hailey is very well liked and really wants to make a difference. She is academically inclined,
she enjoys sports and performing arts. Kim Franzese (mother), 916-412-2826

Logan is a modern day Renaissance Man. He has danced in the Nutcracker ballet, performed in the french theater, and walked the runway wearing Children’s Place. He enjoys
theater, modeling, dance, and acting. Logan is also a National Modern Pentathlon athlete
who competes in fencing, running, shooting, and swimming. In his spare time, he enjoys
ballroom dancing, soccer, and playing video games. His most recent work includes 2 tv
pilots and print work for Brighthouse and Visit Orlando. Contact: lena@gatza.com

Chase Zawilinski:

Kylie Burkholder: Actor - LA, CA

let the audience get a glimpse of what the director is visualizing. When he is not on set,

Kylie has been an entertainer since she was singing Ariel’s hymns in diapers. Her career
got started in modeling at the young age of 7 years old. Since then, she has been actively
involved in voice and acting lessons in Hollywood. Kylie loves playing character type roles,
like zombies, where she can really let loose and enjoy her craft. While filming several tv
shows and movies, Kylie met some of her favorite celebrities including Lori Loughlin, Antonio Sabato Jr, and Anita Barone, which only fueled her passion. Now 11 years old, Kylie has
some amazing credits in the tv, film, & music video industries. Her favorite role was playing
Cat Billis, the daughter of a diabolical mother on Investigation Discovery’s show “Diabolical”. To see more of Kylie’s work visit her imdb page at http://imdb.me/kylieburkholder

Chase enjoys playing baseball, football and wrestling, while still achieving high honor

Sarah-Alexia Jones: Actress - TX
9 year old Sarah-Alexia Jones of Dallas, Texas decided to try her hand at acting last year
after being forced to quit ice skating and gymnastics due to a minor problem with her
spine. Immediately she landed some extra roles and worked from there, self submitting,
taking classes and attending casting director workshops when time and money allowed.
Sarah recently flew to New Orleans to appear in Daddy’s Home with Will Farrell and Mark
Wahlberg. She has appeared in The Price, GLOW The Movie, Occupy, Texas, A Horse Tail,
Hidden in the Heart of Texas, a Chuck E Cheese print ad and The Star. She loves to do public service announcements and has done three: one for MADD, one to raise awareness of
neglected children and one for Camp Kesem at Rice University, a camp for kids like herself,
who are living with a parent who has cancer. Sarah also appeared on Good Morning Texas
last year and stays busy homeschooling, taking acting and horseback riding classes and
doing auditions as an independent actress. She has 3 siblings, all of whom have acted and
were represented by the late Peggy Taylor (represented John Travolta and many others).
Sarah’s hobbies are acting and barrel racing and she loves horses and animals and doing
volunteer work.

Boriana Williams: Actress/Model - LA, CA

Actor/Model - CA

Chase Zawilinski is a 12 year old 7th grader who has been acting and modeling for the
past two years. Chase has cut his teeth on multiple shows on TV and on stage, he is in a
feature film in Chicago called “School for Gods” that is in post production, and is also currently filming a web series called “Redemption Revamp.” Chase enjoys totally immersing
himself into character. He portraying his roles bringing them to life, helping to accurately

role in his honors classes. Chase aspires to work in more feature films as well TV and print
in the future. Chase is represented by Ideal Talent Agency and his agent is Ryan Hayden in
LA, his contact number is 1-818-322-0599.

Nathan Brewer:

Actor - SO. CA

“Nathan Brewer (Nate) is very excited to be part of this issue of ACT Like a Child Magazine. He was born in Lexington, KY in 2003 and lives in San Diego, CA with his mom, dad,
and sister, Gabriella. Nathan is a very bright young man; he skipped a grade in school
and is currently in 6th grade where his favorite subjects are Drama and Pre-engineering.
Nathan enjoys baseball, soccer, and swimming, where a few years ago he placed 3rd in
the State of KY for backstroke. Nathan’s first movie appearance was in Cooties (2013) and
he has been in several TV shows since then. One of his favorite hobbies is to make Stop
Action Animation movies at home, as he truly loves anything related to movie making.
He is currently part of the San Diego Junior Theatre where he is learning all aspects of a
production. Nathan aspires to be a Director when he grows up.

Gabriella Brewer: Actress/Model - CA
Gabriella (Gabi) was born in Lexington, KY in 2001 and lives in San Diego, CA with her
mom, dad, and brother, Nathan. She is a very sweet and smart young lady and is finishing 8th grade. At the age of 13, Gabriella is 5’8” (and growing) and loves playing
volleyball. She plays for the Beach & Bay volleyball Club and hopes to continue playing
through High School and College. She loves to travel, and along with her family, has
visited all 50 states! Gabi first appeared on TV in 2013 and has developed a true love for
acting and modeling. She has been featured in several TV shows and was a part of two
pilots this last year.

Boriana has appeared and will be appearing in various feature films such as ‘Te Ata’ and
‘Bunnyman 3.” She has numerous internet projects on YouTube. She studies all aspects of
entertainment through every possible class to help promote her craft and welcomes all
genres of acting. Her credits can be seen on IMDb (www.imdb.com/name/nm5763207).
Boriana lives in the Los Angeles area where being raised by her dad and both work as
actors. Outside of acting, Boriana enjoys playing softball, volleyball, snowboarding and
learning her new passion, drums. Boriana is also a Horror Roll student at her school and
a self-proclaimed handball champion! She has dance training but prefers the dance with
the rhythm of the music. She also enjoys singing. Agent: Sovereign Talent Group, Susan
Havins/Amber J. Thomas, 310.474.4000

Kaley Easterling: Actress - MS

Kiya Sakari: Actress - LA, CA

Jack is 11 years old and has been working hard on his acting career the last two years by
taking special acting classes and workshops. Jack brings a professionalism to his work
when doing commercial television and film. He enjoyed a year of performing with a singing and dancing group. Jack has a passion for music and plays double pans in a steel drum
band. Last year he started playing the violin. Jack is an honor student and excels in the
gifted student curriculum. He has won science awards at his school and on county level.
Jack is an accomplished artist in multiple medias and has won numerous awards nationally and locally. He enjoys traveling, Boy Scouts, reading, listening to music and gaming.
Photograph by Scott Dentinger, Contact info: JBMEYER23@YAHOO.COM

Kiya Sakari is well known as an actress in the Predatory Lender movie. Kiya Sakari is being raised by her mother Angela, who discovered her acting and singing talents. Native
Tennessean Kiya Sakari was born into a family of entertainers like her mother Angela and
cousin Blu Mankuma. Kiya and her mother moved to Los Angeles to pursue her dreams.
Kiya plays violin, piano, is a songwriter and is learning Russian as a second language.
Manager:Angela Ashley

Kaley started acting last year when a Studio by the Name of “That’s A Wrap” moved into
town. She fell in love with the first class. Since then she has acquired two agents, been
in a short film and a web series. That has been in all of 7 months. Kaley has a beautiful
smile with big black penetrating eyes. Her perferred character choices seem to be those
of a cocky, belligerent and mischievous child, which is totally opposite from her personality. Kaley’s agent is Angie Huffman Moncrief, Action Talent Agency, P.O. Box 39232,
Flowood, MS, 39232-1085 moncriefagent@gmail.com Phone: 601-622-0911

Jack B. Meyer: Actor/Model/Artist- Palm Bay, Fl

Check out ALL of the TALENT that is SHOWCASED on Facbook or ACT-LikeAChild.com
If you would like to be included for the next issue check out pg 29 or ACT-LikeAChild.com for more details!
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Kevin & Karina’s

Kasting Korner for Kids
10 TIPS FOR AUDITION PREP
casting director, etc. What else have they done? Has your child been
hired by or auditioned for any of their previous projects?

3.

UNDERSTAND THE STORY - Read the script, if it’s available. If
it’s not, you can also read sides for other roles to piece things together.
Make sure your child knows not only what’s happening in their scenes,
but with the story overall.

4.

UNDERSTAND THE CHARACTER - Hopefully you can help
your child get a good sense of the character from the role description
and the sides (and the script, when available). But it can help to talk
about ways the character is different from them and ways the character is similar. Why does the character behave the way he or she does?
What emotions are they feeling in any given moment?

5.

Your child got an appointment for an audition, but now what?
How do you help them get ready? In this issue, we’ll focus
mostly on what to do before the audition. Later on, we’ll cover
tips to keep in mind once your child is actually AT the audition.

r.

RESEARCH THE PROJECT - If it’s a TV show that’s aired, try
to watch a couple of episodes with your child. This will help them
know who the regular characters are, who they are likely interacting
with in their audition scene. If it’s a TV pilot, watch other shows on
that network that might have a similar feel. For example, the Disney
Channel and Nickelodeon and ABC Family all have a slightly different
brand and tone. Pay attention to the type of show it is. If the show
is a drama, a single-camera comedy (more realistic and no laugh
track) or a multi-cam comedy (shot on a soundstage with a live audience and a laugh track). If it’s a film, watch other projects from the
director. This can help you and your child understand if they have a
specific style or tone they like.

2.

RESEARCH THE PEOPLE INVOLVED - Look up the people
listed on the breakdown. This means the director, writer, producer(s),

ACT-Like A C hild.com

LEARN THE LINES - This seems obvious, but a few words about
it. We do not need everything to be 100% memorized. If the child gets
nervous and forgets a line, it can be good to have the sides in hand
and be able to look down. But on the flip side, don’t just grab sides
in the waiting room and have them wing it. Prep ahead of time and
make sure they are very familiar with the lines. We don’t want them
to be literally “reading” from the paper, with their eyes down the entire time. We also don’t want them to be OVERLY rehearsed. Both of
these would keep them from listening, watching and connecting with
the person reading the scene with them. Also make sure that you take
a look at the descriptions and stage directions in the sides. They give
valuable information that you’ll miss if you only look at the dialogue.

6.

LISTEN - Mentioned in tip 5 above, but it’s a biggie, especially
with children. It’s important to deliver the lines well, but it’s just as
important to listen and react to other characters. It shouldn’t feel like
the child is just waiting to say their line. This can take a lot of practice,
but can make all the difference.

7.

TRY DIFFERENT THINGS - Trying a scene in many different
ways can be good for several reasons. First, it’s fun! And acting should
be fun for children. You can work with them to come up with 5 different “ways” to play the scene, and then talk with them about which
one might be the best choice to do in the audition. This can also help
because if the child has tried many options, it might be easier to take
an adjustment from the director during the audition. If they’ve done
it just one way over and over and over, taking an adjustment can be
harder.
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8.

REVIEW TIPS FROM LAST ISSUE (ACT Issue 14) - Many of
the tips we included in the last issue of our Kasting Korner for Kids,
about self-taping, apply to auditions as well, such as the tips about
slating, eyeline and wardrobe.

Photo Submissions
We are looking for your super star(s) to put in our magazine and on our
next cover! Anyone can submit, but the person submitting the photographs must be 18 years of age or older. The first SIX submitted for the

9.

ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO DO OTHER THINGS - Hopefully
your child is acting because they love it, not because you want them to
love it. And it does take time and practice, but it shouldn’t be the only
thing in your child’s life. We tell adults and kids alike that they should
live their lives: experience different hobbies and activities, encounter
different people and cultures, feel different emotions… besides making a well-rounded person, these can all make the acting better as
well!

upcoming issue will be added to the cover!!! ALL entrants will be incorporated into every issue of ACT Like A Child on a special page, to include a
short bio and contact number/email! All of the kids will be added to our
website and added on our Facebook Fan Page! This is an opportunity to
get your children national exposure in ACT Like A Child Magazine! Don’t
delay - submit TODAY!!!

• Please submit recent photos.

10.

• They must meet the quality guidelines below.

RELAX and HAVE FUN - Once the child is prepared,
remind them to simply do their best. We like to tell kids to focus on
“booking the room” rather than “booking the role.” If they don’t get
the role but are good, the casting director will bring them back for
other things. Also, remember that you can’t control what happens
once your child goes in to the audition room. And your child can only
control their performance. The rest is in someone else’s hands. So relax
and have fun with the process! ✪

www.mockrinwalterscasting.com

• Your first photo is $9.99, each additional photo is $4.99, (a small fee
required for processing and handling). EVERY child will be included in
the magazine, as they are ALL unique! We will select the photo that we
feel best showcases your child, and it will be added to our website and
prominently featured inside the magazine!
• Show us your awesome photos!

• SEND US YOUR BEST PHOTOS!
Photo Requirements:

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Kevin Mockrin and Karina Walters are both proud members of the Casting Society of
America (CSA) and have a combined 18 years of casting experience between them. They
formed Mockrin/Walters Casting in
early 2012 after honing their craft
with some of the top Casting Directors
in the business. Kevin’s background as
a professional actor and Karina’s background in advertising and psychology
are invaluable to their expertise as
Casting Directors.

• Minimum resolution of 300 DPI , Less than
this and pictures may look grainy.
• Dimensions preferred: 4x6, 5x7, 8x10
• Picture should be vertical.
• No logos, watermarks, or advertising. If these
are in the picture, your copyright is com

They have worked on a wide variety of
formats, including over 20 TV shows
and pilots. Television experience
includes Adult Swim’s “Your Pretty
Face is Going to Hell” and pilot “Green
Bench,” as well as MTV pilot “Watching the Wilsons,” Logo network’s “The Straight Out
Report,” Comedy Central’s “Workaholics,” USA’s “Burn Notice,” and Fox’s “The Good Guys,”
among others. Film experience includes independent features “Loaded,” “Bar America,”
“North Blvd.,” “Oliver, Stoned.” and “The Sand,” as well as studio features “The Watch,” Fun
Size,” “Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol,” among others. They have also worked on several
award-winning short films and web series.
Additional details and a complete listing of credits can be found on their resume at mockrinwalterscasting.com.

promised.
• You must own the copyright to your picture.
• The photo must not have been previously
published.
• Winners will not be publicly announced
until the issue is released, however we will
need the winners to complete a short
interview before the issue is published.

For More Submission information Visit: ACT-LikeAChild.com
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DREAM
by Sara Hart

BIG

being an accomplished actress and singer.

NOTES:
Thank you again for this amazing opportunity! Use the photos you like
and feel free to crop/edit as needed.
Second to last photo : Me with my sister’s, Katie, & Kellie Hart at a
Red Carpet event held for us and other actors by Charlotte Players
at the opening night of Dolphin Tale at our local cinema.
All the photos were taken by my mom June Hart, Smiles By
Hart Photography. She has volunteered countless hours taking
pictures for my friends, school , and community theater.
Photos from your 2014 Winter issue of Daulton Lunsford and
Baylie Crawford were taken by her for them. ✪
Thank you Sara for you submission! We wish you all the best.

T

Theater has been a part of my life since I moved from New York to
Florida in 3rd grade. After coming to Florida I was repeatedly told by my
peers that I had a funny accent. This caused me to feel uncomfortable
and I became very shy. However, one day I received a flyer from my
school advertising Charlotte Players Acting Camp. I gave the information to my mom and she thought it would be a good way for me to
meet other children with similar interests so she signed me up. During
the camp we did many acting exercises and scenes and I was surprised
by how much fun it was to act. Well, as cliché as it sounds, from that
day on I was hooked on acting. I slowly began to break out of my shell
and become more comfortable talking in front of people.
A few years later at the age of 12 one of my teachers assigned me a
writing project where I had to write about my dream job. Most of my
friends said that they wanted to be famous, or rich, or a fireman
.Me, I wanted to be an accomplished actress and singer. Looking back
on this paper I wrote in middle school I realized two things; one I could
not spell for anything, and two acting is and will always be my life’s
passion. Since then I have been fortunate enough to have parents that
are willing to stop everything to help me reach my dreams. I began
doing many shows at Charlotte Players Community Theater.
When I started high school I became very involved in the school plays
as well as the schools chorus.
Last year I even had the honor of singing with my high schools elite
vocal group,Charisma,at Carnegie Hall in New York! By my senior year
I proudly served as President of my schools Drama Troupe 0922, and
earned the highest rank of International Honor Thespian. To add to my
exciting senior year I was cast as Fiona in “Shrek”, and selected to do my
class graduation speech and sing in front of over 3,000 people. I have
also been lucky enough to be a part of two movies “Dolphin Tale” and in
“Miss Peregrine’s home for Peculiar Children.” All these things I wouldn’t
have been able to do if I hadnot found theater. Theater helped give me
a path for life and provided a way for me to express myself. Now,at 19
years old,I can proudly say I am on my way to achieving my dreams of

ACT-Like A C hild.com

Photo credits: June Hart, Smiles By Hart Photography.
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Cultivating Space:

A Great Gift Idea for

When Routine Becomes Ritual

Your Performer!

by Leigh Vincola

GREAT GIFTS for your aspiring actor!
From T-Shirts to Sweatshirts, sizes infants to adult.
Blankets to Bags, check out these and other
awesome items ready for purchase!

Routines are just routines: something you do on a regular basis with the
same sort of energy around them. They don’t have to be super health producing or put you on a spiritual path, but in order for them to have a positive
impact instead of a negative one, your routines should involve something
that makes you feel good.
Negative routine: Never making that payment on time.
Positive routine: Calling an old friend on Sunday evening.
Negative routine: Eating too much sugar at Easter (guilty every year).
Positive routine: Giving your bike a spring tune up.

ACT-LikeAChild.com
✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪
Great Read: What I Wish I Knew BEFORE I Moved to Hollywood
“Should be required
reading for EVERY
performing arts
program in the country.”

Routines in and of themselves make up the minutia of our lives, often without even thinking about it. We go through them and the routines produce for
us the emotions and reactions that carry us through our day. But, we have an
opportunity to take it a little deeper, and this is when we add an element of
ritual around our positive routines. I’m not talking about chanting and feathers or anything of that sort, but just a thoughtful way to carry out a task that
is done with some regularity.

--Book Maven Reviews

“The book isn’t intended to stop people
from following their bliss, but it is
intended as a wake-up call... If these
stories don’t scare you off, you may well

Ritual, defined: A detailed method of procedure faithfully or regularly followed.

have what it takes to survive and even
prosper there.”

When we practice rituals during our daily life we actually create more time
for ourselves, rather than sucking it away. When we develop rituals around
our routines it is more likely that we complete them with compassion and
that the experience allows us to be present and thoughtful for a few moments. Instead of rushing from one thing to the next, we create space in this
process and approach our next activity or interaction with more calm. In my
experience, creating small rituals in my day actually makes me feel like I have
more time, not less.

-Scriptwriting Secrets
What I Wish I Knew Before I Moved to Hollywood is based not only on award
winning author T.R. Locke’s own hilarious, rollercoaster experiences in Hollywood

Lately, upon waking up, the first thing I do is have a glass of water, then I go
about watering the plants and pulling up the blinds. Maybe a “good morning” is exchanged, but otherwise no noise–just me, hydration and sunlight.
It’s simple but I am fully in it and in just a few moments I have started my day
with a sense of peace and completed a necessary task (that previously had
no intention behind it) at the same time. I start the day already ahead of the
game. And my plants are doing great.

as a screenwriter and actor, but the experiences of more
than a dozen other artists--from Grammy-nominated
singers, to screenwriters, staffers, film and TV executives,
festival-winning directors, Emmy-winning filmmakers,
platinum-selling record producers and award-winning
movie and TV stars. The insights they share will inspire and
entertain you whether your dreams lead to Hollywood or
your own hometown.

Perfect Gift for ANY Actor
or Parent of an Actor!
The Critically Acclaimed Bestseller
(2nd ed.) Now Only $4.99 on Kindle!

Do you have a daily routine that you can turn into more into a ritual and create a bit more space for yourself? ✪
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THE GREAT
WAITING ROOM

by Michelle Tomlinson

While it’s a good and important thing to focus on
auditions and how to approach them, we also need
to remember a key factor that can sometimes be the
most daunting: The Waiting Room.
You can completely prep for an audition and feel great about it until you hit
the waiting room.
Have any of you ever experienced walking into a packed waiting room where
there’s about 20 of “you” in there and it’s loud and crazy? How many times
have you looked around at your “competition” and recognized them from
other shows or you think they have some attribute that’s better than what
you have to offer? Have you ever gotten looped into a pointless conversation
right before going into the room and lost your focus? How about getting an
annoying text, email, phone call or you totally bomb the level of video game
you’re playing on your phone RIGHT before going in the room?

Michelle Tomlinson
ACTOR
ACTING COACH
PRODUCER

VISIT:
http://michelletomlinson.net
http://mtomlinsoncoaching.com
Email:
themightymct@gmail.com
Call:
323.7932042

You might think none of these things are a big deal. I am here to tell you
they are ALL a big deal.
When you walk into the audition room, you need to walk in ready to go. Your
prep time is long gone and your focus needs to be razor sharp.
If you’re busy thinking about any of the aforementioned moments as you
walk into the audition room from the waiting room, you are hosed. There’s
no room for it. Especially those Co-Star auditions that move like lightning!
There’s no room for you to be lamenting on ANYTHING that happened prior
to your moment in the room. The room is where you must shine your brightest, if you want to book.
Here’s a bullet point list that you can use as a check list in your or your child’s
future auditions. I’m willing to bet you start seeing a difference in how much
more powerful your auditions become and you will feel like the Actor Warrior that you have always been.

Turn off your phone
an hour prior to your audition.
•

(If your phone is also your GPS, don’t respond to ANYTHING and don’t
check ANYTHING until after your audition is over.)

•

This means no texting, emailing, facebooking, tweeting, vining, video
games or phone calls. If you listen to music, then slap on those headphones
and enjoy.

Look at shoes!
•

In the waiting room, looking at everyone’s shoes is a great way to avoid
eye contact with other Actors and/or parents. The minute eye contact is
made, a conversation is usually started and you will lose your focus for your
sides.

You’re there for a reason!
•

If you got called into an audition, it was done intentionally. Sometimes
we look around and realize maybe we’re the “other option.” We don’t match
everyone else to the T and feel like we were somehow called in on accident.
Not so. You were called in because there was something about your package
that spoke to Casting. Don’t forget—sometimes the “other option” is exactly
who books!

Competition in the Waiting Room.
•

Competition with other Actors can cause a lot of friction in our minds. It
doesn’t matter that the other person works more or looks a certain way or
knows the Casting Director. What matters is YOUR WORK. Focus on your sides

ACT-Like A C hild.com
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The Rocket Fizz Soda Pop
and Candy Shops are one
stop shops for ALL of your
soda pop and candy
cravings!
and serve the writer. Anything else is a noise monster in the back of your
mind and must not be fed.

fun then fly on over
in your space ship and

Marinate on your scene.
•

So if you want to have

cruise around a Rocket
Fizz universe!

By the time you hit the waiting room (unless, of course it’s a cold

read), you should have all of your prep done for your sides. Whilst you’re
waiting to go in, just sit quietly and marinate on the first scene of your
sides and visualize the whole thing taking place. Let yourself feel the
emotions of your character. Let your material and your work be what
helps you relax before going in the room.

Breathe and Relax!
You’re already in victory mode, just by getting an audition. YOU were

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪

chosen to audition over hundreds of submissions for your character. YOU
have just as much a chance of booking a job as the next Actor. You’ve
prepped, studied, coached, finagled your vehicle through traffic, found
parking, found the right address for the audition itself and now you’re in
the waiting room. Breathe it all out and trust your work.
Enjoy your ride. Your job is to paint the scene and character to the best
of your ability and trust your work to shine through.
Let go of those pesky Waiting Room habits and embrace your Actor
Warrior mentality!
Michelle Tomlinson, Acting Coach
http://mtominsoncoaching.com ✪
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
An accomplished Actor, Michelle Tomlinson has received rave reviews in several
Feature Films that have hit Festivals, Theatres and DVD Releases. Michelle also
professionally coaches Actors of every age, ability and experience level to book their
auditions and to learn more about the craft of Acting. She has several students
who regularly book roles in Television, Feature Films, Commercials and Plays. She
quickly and adeptly recognizes the Actor’s essence within minutes of meeting them.
Her specialty, as an Acting Coach, is to swiftly peel away the layers of junk and
accentuate the gifts each Actor brings to her or his performance. Visit her site: http://
michelletomlinson.net
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DOES YOUR CHILD WANT TO MODEL?

MEET MIA, A 2015 MODEL WINNER!
“Hi my name is Mia. I have always wanted to
be a model and this past year my parents let
me give it a try. The best part about modeling
is getting to go to New York City and making
new friends. I love to try on clothes and have
even started to design my own dresses. I am
hoping that someone will help me create the
dresses some day. I would love to be your
cover model and thank
you for this amazing
opportunity. “ Mia also
has a brother and sister
who both also model,
Carter and Chloe Baily.

Last year’s Model Winner, Gracie Pedersen, will be
featured in “Girls’ Life Magazine”!

Each month “Let’s Model” will be choosing one
young model from their contest to be featured on
thier site page: Model Of The Month.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Renee’ Lauren Modeling Career
Next Event Date: Miss USA NY January l7, 2015

Enter your photos and your modeling story or
why you would like to be a Model ... then have
your friends and family stop by and leave you fun
comments and to vote for their favorite Model Of the Month. The contest is open
to both professional, amateur models and those just entering for fun! The top
three will be chosen as finalists for month and voting will begin for Model of the
Month Winner! The finalists will be posted and at that time final voting will begin.
Contest ends on the 29th at midnight of each month - eastern standard time! At
that time they will post the winner and the contest is ended. Winners will be based
on modeling story, personality, and photo!

Renee’ comes from a family of four girls each with their own
mark in the fashion industry, she often works with her sister
Desiree’ who works in public relations and as a consultant for
Modern Bride Magazine. “Our favorite projects we work on
together are benefits for Teenage Issues like drug and alcohol
awareness.

Meet Some Of Our Prize Sponsors: Nikon CoolPix, Woobie Wear, The Kiss Kiss
Boutique, Aquatic Fitness Center, Urban Naturals, Moda Kids Magazine and ACT
Like a Child Magazine

Renee’ enjoys working across the country as a Judge and Guest Speaker for National Model
Searches and Pageants including working with the Miss USA Organization.
“I have been blessed to be in an industry that I love working in meeting great people and have
had the opportunity to work from home to be with my two children.”
In my spare time I really enjoy the peace of working on my two fashion modeling web sites and
sharing information and advice with those who are new to the World Of Modeling!”

Meet our Judges: Carol Olivetto, Photography Art Direction; Michael Evans,
Owner MPE Model Mgt./ Director Miss USA Pageants; Rex Lott, NY Photographer;
Tonya Daily; John Paul Pfeiffer, International Male Model - Owner Commence
Quest Talent Management; Tiffany Andrade, Miss NJ USA 2008
So enter on line: http://www.childmodelsadvice.com/childmodelsearch.html
Good luck to all ... Everyone is a winner in our eyes and if you don’t win your lst
try you can enter as many times as you like! Even if you don’t win Model Of The
Month .. you may have the LOOK they may be looking for in upcoming modeling
shoots! And remember this is for FUN .. SO Have fun!!
- See more at: http://www.childmodelsadvice.com/childmodelsearch.

~ Alana De La Garza - Actress Law & Order

As you read Let’s Model, you will read
the wealth of expertise!
- See more at: http://www.childmodelsadvice.
com/letsmodel.html#sthash.BX2Ste5y.dpuf

html#sthash.y6PzVMLH.dpuf ✪
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“Renee’ my agent my friend Let’s
Model is the best book for new models
and those looking to advance their
modeling career. I wish I’d had it
when I was starting out!
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Vegan Blueberry Bars
ment paper, leaving enough room for some paper to stick out the sides.
Dump the mixture into the pan and spread it out evenly. The mixture is
very thick and you may need to wet a spatula to help spread it evenly.
Once the mixture is in the pan. Gently press down using the extra sides of
parchment paper.
Stick the pan in the fridge to firm up. This should only take about 15-20
minutes.
Once the mixture is firm, lift the whole thing out by the edges of parchment paper.
I used a pizza cutter to cut mine into squares. ✪

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Chef Nikki Martin’sdiverse background in hospitality and entertainment has paved a way
for her to leave a lasting mark on today’s trending culinary world. She embraces the sexiness
that food, dinning, travel and libations represent. Taking her culinary chops to the cameras,
Nikki began competing in hit shows like Food Network’s 24 Hour Restaurant Battle and most
recently as a Finalist on Team Bobby for Season 8 of FOOD NETWORK STAR.


Welcome our NEW contributor:

Follow Chef Nikkifor Delicious Updates:
http://www.facebook.com/GrillNextDoor
http://twitter.com/MzNikkiMartin

Chef Nikki Martin
These can be made into a creamy Popsicles
or as ice-cream alternative! So easy and fun!

BLUEBERRY
BARS
2 cups creamed coconut
(you can probably also use
coconut butter)

2 cups fresh blueberries
(frozen, thawed might work
too)

1/4 cup maple syrup
2 tsp ground vanilla beans
Combine all ingredients in
a food processor until the
mixture is smooth.
Line an 8x8 pan with parchPAGE 35
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Sensational
BEAUTYTIPS!
Beauty Expert

4. Concealer

KRISTA PERRY

Concealers are not all created equal. Some concealers are very thin
while others are way too thick. I personally like to apply concealer
before foundation so it can be blended under the foundation versus
sitting on top of the foundation. However, Steps 4 and 5 are often
interchangeable for people. Currently, there is an amazing concealer
on the market that is only $6 sold at Walmart called Hard Candy
Glamoflauge. Remember, use sparingly, a little goes along way!

10 Steps to Properly Apply Camera
Ready Face Makeup

1. Cleanser

You always want to start the makeup application process with
fresh, clean skin. A great product that dermatologist recommend is
VaniCream. This cleanser comes as a bar of soap. You can purchase
VaniCream at your local drug store for around $4. VaniCream is a great
product for anyone who has very sensitive skin. Lather it up in a wash
cloth in some warm water and gently exfoliate your skin.

2. Moisturize

Moisturizing is a very important step to creating a perfect pallet for
your makeup to sit on. If your skin is really dry, makeup does not go on
as smooth. You want to make sure to use a moisturizing lotion before
applying makeup. A moisturizer a lot of top makeup artists use is
Embryolisse. This product is sold online and in French drugstores and
retails for about $17. To use, apply a light coat and let dry completely
before moving on to the next step.

3.

Primer

Primers help set the stage for a flawless makeup application. There
are a number of benefits to using a primer after your lotion. Most
importantly, primers seal pores, help makeup stay on longer, and reduce
the appearance of acne and redness. Applying primer is not a step you
should consider skipping. The best primer on the market is Smashbox,
Photo Finish Primer.
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5. Foundation

Now that your skin is prepped and primed, it is time to apply the
foundation of your
choice. There is really no
easy way to recommend
a foundation to someone
because all skin types
are created differently.
However, the way you apply your foundation can
make all the difference in
the world. You can use
a “skunk” brush. Yes, you can apply liquid foundation with a brush!
Who knew, right? The best way to apply is to use a small, swirling
circle motion all over the skin. Start at your forehead and head down
to your chin. Applying foundation this way is going to create an
airbrush finished look. “Skunk” brushes are available at MAC.

6. Powder

After applying foundation, I always like to set the makeup with a
light dusting of powder. This is a step you end up doing twice. Using
a big fluffy brush, dust across your T-zone and cheeks. The best pow-

20TEEN
TWEEN

SOMETHINGS

der for oily skin is by MAC called Blot powder. This is a loose powder
that does not cake like pressed powders. However, be careful, it is very
MESSY! Always tap the brush off before sweeping across your face.

7. Blush

Blush comes in many different colors. One rule of thumb, if you are
going for a natural look, is to stick to blushes without iridescent and
sparkles, this is called matte. Yes, it is boring. However, cameras pick
up those sparkles and translate them to a sweaty and shiny face on film.
Appearing sweaty and shiny is not something you want to see while test
shooting for a job. E.L.F has a line of beautiful matte blushes all starting
at $3.

8. Bronzer

Bronzers are similar blush in that they come in many shades. Bronzers
either have orangey undertones, rosy tones, or dark brown tones. You
want to find a bronzer that is going to work best for your skin tone and
give you a natural glow. You have to be careful with bronzer too, a little
goes a long way! Like blush, do not get something that is sparkly. The
best brush to apply a minimal amount of bronzer on your cheekbones
is a fan brush. Fan brushes are a great tool to use in order to achieve a
natural glow.

9. Highlight

Highlighting with pressed powder is a great choice to get your feet wet
with the concept of highlighting your facial bone structure. Purchasing
an additional fan brush used only for highlighting your face would be a
great addition to your makeup kit. You can use a highlight above where
you added bronzer, down your nose, between your lips, under the
cheekbones, across your temples. Always start out with a light dusting
and build the product as needed.

10. Setting Powder/
Finishing Spray

Repeating step 6, make sure to work in your powder all over your
face. Ending with a setting powder is going to help set the additional
makeup you have added to your face. Finally, you want to finish your
look off with a couple mists of finishing spray. Finishing spray helps
polish your look for hours to come. By far, the best on the market is
Urban Decay All Nighter. Once you try this product, you will never
skip this step again. ✪
ABOUT THE AUTHOR. Krista Perry, Beauty Expert
Krista is the owner of one of the nations top on-location wedding hair and
makeup businesses, Tulsa Bridal Beauty. In addition to her wedding business,
she has worked with thousands of clients throughout the United States, including
production companies, kid/teen actors, celebrities, agency models, sports analysts,
and brides. Krista’s work has been featured in BRIDES magazine, on ESPN, and
at Universal Studios.

kristaperrymakeup.com
tulsabridalbeauty.com
krista@tulsabridalbeauty.com
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RIVETED!

Movies For Grownups Gala
by Jane Park Smith
The first time I was privileged to
attend AARP’s stellar MOVIES FOR
GROWNUPS gala, I was thrilled and
humbled to be included in such a
prestigious event. Now, this second
time for the 14th annual gathering,
I am even more awestruck with
the entirety of the experience…and I am not one to be easily starstruck nor
bowled over by Hollywood’s bright lights and glitz. This private affair awash
with such seasoned celebrities so comfortably mingling throughout the
evening with a certain unpressured assuredness: the impact, ineffable. While
most were not quite my social or age cohort, I also found myself surprisingly
relaxed in their midst as I felt free to firm footedly enjoy being one openly
hungry to learn …what a gift to be uninhibited, fully inspired by those in
the evening’s spotlight. These industry veterans and honorees certainly have
so much to share… I wonder if even they realize just how much…
As one’s journey through life and vocation was oft celebrated this evening, it
similarly was in the process of giving these well-deserving artists their just
desserts throughout the event that so many deeply authentic words and
moments poured forth onto all who would hear. In earnest hope that such
sagacity be not lost on the youth, I am sharing just some particulars here so
that the impact and exhortations be not lost or wane over time for me.
Hosted by an appropriately irreverent-enough John Leguizamo, my awesome
mentor and friend, first Assistant Secretary for Aging for the Administration
on Aging, and esteemed AARP board member Fernando Torres-Gil and I
chuckled through the program in appreciation of the host’s smarts and wit
that spanned the decades of perspectives in the room. The first remark
from this event to land for me? After the stars of The Theory of Everything
lauded all whom worked with them, especially showing sweet regard to the
people they depicted so heart-rendingly beautifully, Leguizamo referred
to Hawkins’ hope-infused battle with ALS with as much respect as wellintentioned levity to further engage an already enthralled audience.
In listening to the non-speeches offered from this adept group of professional
storytellers, recurrent themes of human struggle, compassion, and exuberant
overcoming illumined a palpable unifying spirit in the room.
“It’s about how you live… not how you lose,” said Julianne Moore as she
ended her time at the podium, calling out the heroism in those who fight all
manner of debilitation and impossible odds. In fact, 65% of those with Alzheimer’s are women and 2/3’s of their caretakers are also women. Staggering. Sobering. With 20% of the America anticipated to be seniors in 15 years,
who can turn away from this disease that, according to Maria Shriver, “has no
survivors,” except, I add, the heartbroken who remain. I speak of the family
members and dearest friends of those claimed by the disease who wish their
loved one had not struggled and suffered so much spiraling indignity and
cognitive decline before passing into a beloved, living memory.
Surely, such dreaded fears can bind us or motivate us to become free and
compel us to continue to work together, recognizing how much we need
one another to become our best as an individual and as one, like-minded
group. A man who surged into acclaim by his daring to direct for the first
time ever at the age of 74 helped expunge my acculturation toward timidity
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when he said that he “wanted to do something that truly terrifies (paraphrased)” him while standing onstage accepting praise for the results of his
intrepid dream-doings (my neologism for passionate callings acted upon).
Israel Horovitz is a new force in filmmaking I look forward to working with
one day!
In togetherness, so many greater possibilities lay waiting to be unveiled
to the esteemed adventurers who dare to continue to transgress against
conventional needs for safety nets. With necessary abandon, such intrepid
artists feed sustainably off a certain, collective bravery linking peers pressing
onward to that tireless directive to affect change with a unique signature
only their own. “The JOY of what we get to do all the time is collaborate,” said
J.K. Simmons as his stream of consciousness talk showcased his style of steps
taken deliberately in search for truth in the work, with a self-deprecation so
very real and remarkably human. So much of what was shared was simple,
yet grand in its universality…and then came the key call to rise and go forth.
Kevin Costner. Yes, I intended that to be just one sentence. It should standalone as plain and powerfully as the man who bears the name. After embracing his AARP status due to his “f-in’ birthday,” he continued to share from his
heart, “I would simply and respectfully ask you to look back and then to look
inward for the dreams you once had…some realized, some not… and then,
like an athlete, I would ask you to look up at the clock.” Framing the activism
that can make the 60’s a heyday of laurels to rest upon, he quips, “can’t we
just forget the 60’s… well no, not for the next 5 minutes…” “…and no, I
am not kookoo… I know that One Direction was the most popular band in
the country last year, but the 3rd most pop band was the Rolling Stones. In
fact 15 of the top grossing tours last year, half of them were over the age of
50.” Reminding the older Americans of their vitality and the necessity of their
re-emergence in the world today, he continued,
“I think our generation still has time to fulfill it’s promise. I think winning and
losing is still before us.”
…we were the first generation that knew something was broken and we
weren’t afraid to take it on. The difference was we were teenagers, right, we
were in our twenties… but something is still broke.” And hearkening back
to the call to be as an athlete keeping track of the tick-tock, he shares his
experience in preparing for the movie 13 Days. Reflecting on his a private
conversation in the Oval Office with then President Kennedy, he shared this
dialogue, “you need to know the inning Jack; you need to know the score. You
need to know how much time you have left in the game.”
In his most gentlemanly way, he mindfully refused to ramble on into the
late night and made his point that heralds the need to fight ageism in our
youth-centric society.“…we still are the boomers… we are not just old dogs
looking for one last fight. I think we have a chance to stand taller than we
ever thought was possible. I think we have a chance to go out with a bang…
there’s still time– I don’t now how much, but there’s still time…”-Kevin
Costner
How much time will we waste or redeem either by maintaining the silent
status quo among our brightest and most experienced elders muffled largely
by a brooding atmosphere of disregard or by bringing out the best in the
babes as well as our currently under appreciated and overlooked seniors. Careless dismissal from some does not negate true relevance. I deeply
feel intergenerational bridges must be restored or built anew. Perhaps some
of the answers we are looking for in our youth to solve current and future ills
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Middle: Beaming With Mary Drumheller
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Bottom: Pictured with Fernando Torres-Gil

can and should be addressed now alongside the Greatest Generation.
Ironically, is it not our elders who by blood, sweat, tears, and unimaginable
sacrifice allowed so much of our present day freedoms to lull many of us into
our exclusionary comfort zones? Then, I propose it would be apropo to invite
and empower our elders to arise out from under the isolation and doldrums
they feel sequestered in. There is a larger picture… prevailing winds to take
heed to. When our elders in times past have borne so much of the cost and we
bear the burden of option-paralysis in a consequential burgeoning of conveniences, what ominous personal, national, and global costs and unbending
taskmasters are we ignorant of that are unfavorable and imminent, and if so,
reparable? The legacy of a great American hero and wise elder who passed
in 2014 drives home the value in taking account of ourselves in the context of
community.
Louis Zamperini not once, in our nearly 20 years of friendship built upon
a shared faith, nostalgic meals, tea-time, and sunroom chat sessions ne’er
pricked me with any self-lauding woes or wooed me with tales of his historymaking service to God and country. He was just my “dear Louis” and I, to him,
seemed to be a promising and ambitious whipper snapper he had to pray
toward the most prudent path. His prayers certainly paved many a blessed,
narrow way for me. In reflecting on his life and shared memories together,
I see now that he simply enjoyed the wonders of living, relishing the fruits
of his giving due to heaven’s grace poured into his life. He gave so much, he
was too busy to think of his own comforts and wanted nothing more than
to appreciate sweetness of transformed lives in times of peace. I wonder if I
cherished him enough… and I ache with the wish I would have somehow
loved him more.
In addition to listing the award recipients below, I want to honor the awesome AARP Foundation for casting a high standard for our future, inviting all
generations to join. I also give thanks Mary “Margy” Drumheller in particular
who welcomed me again to this event as Fernando Torres-Gil’s guest. Certainly, Fernando’s gracious and firm support in many areas of my life further
compels me to highlight the beauty and value in advocating for the more
“mature.” This celebratory event continues an eye-opening experience I am
deeply blessed to enjoy being inspired through! ✪
For more information, please visit www.AARPFOUNDATION.ORG and learn more on how on
the Drive to End Hunger in the U.S. and www.lakitchen.com serving Los Angeles seniors.

CAREER ACHIEVEMENT Kevin Costner
BEST PICTURE The Theory of Everything
BEST ACTOR Steve Carell, Foxcatcher
BEST ACTRESS Julianne Moore, Still Alice
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR J.K. Simmons,Whiplash
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS Rene Russo, Nightcrawler
BEST DIRECTOR Richard Linklater,Boyhood
SCREENWRITER Nick Hornby and Cheryl Strayed, Wild
BREAKTHROUGH ACHIEVEMENT Israel Horovitz, My Old Lady
BEST TIME CAPSULE Big Eyes
BEST INTER-GENERATIONAL St. Vincent
BEST BEST BUDDYPICTURE Land Ho!
BEST COMEDY Chef
BEST GROWNUP LOVE STORY Love Is Strange
BEST MOVIE FOR GROWNUPS WHO REFUSE TO GROW UP
The Lego Movie
BEST DOCUMENTARY Keep on Keepin’ On
BEST FOREIGN FILM Diplomacy(Germany/France)
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Games and Activities Can Spark Your Child’s Creativity

Make Them Better Performers!

Fitness And Kids - FIT-4-Kids,
An Exercise Program
Just For Kids
by Cadman Peterson

Introducing kids to a healthy lifestyle can be a challenge in our fast
food, video game laden society. Thirty minutes once a week in P.E.
class isn’t nearly enough to maintain the cardiovascular system,
much less keep an overall healthy bodyweight. One thing that P.E.
class has right though is that classes are fun and they allow kids to
socialize. The Fit Express’ FIT-4-Kids exercise program along with their
specially-made kids exercise equipment gives kids what they need
and want.
So little Johnny’s not thrilled about running 30 minutes on a treadmill? It’s already hard enough for adults, who understand the importance, to exercise on a consistent basis. I’ve trained children, I can
tell you from experience they get distracted and bored even easier.
Introducing health and wellness at an early age is important and it’s
up to us to give them a fun option.
There many ways kids can get physical exercise from
after-school sports, jungle gyms, parks, recreational
centers, kids gyms. However, most of these don’t
consist of a strict program (that doesn’t feel strict)
that makes them do at least 30 minutes of continuous
cardiovascular exercise and also includes functional
strength training using complete range of motion for
all of the body’s muscle groups. The FIT-4-Kids exercise
program contains the key aspects of fitness and
provides cardio and strength exercises in a safe, fun
and sociable way.

it’s not fun for them
and they don’t have
the patience or enjoy
repetition sets. FIT is
perfect, it’s continuous
and it doesn’t require
concentration or slow/
boring movements.
Unlike most gym
equipment you’re
familiar with, FIT-4Kids doesn’t use bulky
machines with weight
stacks, it uses Fit
Express’ kids hydraulic
fitness equipment.
By pushing or pulling
oil through hydraulic
cylinders to create
resistance it provides
an extremely smooth
fluid movement that
is much safer and kid-

Springtime is a great
friendly. Never worry about dropping a weight
excuse to get outside stack, pushing or pulling too far, or hurting
joints. You can pause at any point during the
and play! If the weather movement! And unlike most gym equipment
with hard-to-understand seating levers and
the FIT4Kids machines are smaller
isn’t great, this article controls,
(for children 4’ to 5’9) with fixed seating and
arms. An easy-to-reach lever that conoffers great suggestions control
trols if the exercise is harder (more strength) or
(more cardio) is the only option.
for indoor fitness! easier/faster
So they can just get on and go!

Fluid Interval Training (i.e. FIT) works very similar to
circuit training. Exercise machines (each working different muscle
groups) are placed in a circle or other arrangement. Every 2 minutes a
central timer goes off and everybody switches to a different machine
that they do continuously for the next 2 minutes. This allows multiple
muscle groups to be worked simultaneously, the heart rate stays
up, and it doesn’t get boring. Two minute timer’s just a suggestion;
custom workouts can be easily created.
Worried about kids exercise equipment being dangerous? Don’t be!
FIT is extremely safe! What do sports, rec. centers, parks, and jungle
gyms all have in common? They all allow kids to do uncontrolled
movements, on their own, with minimal supervision. Running
around, kicking, jumping, swinging - there’s lots of potential for
muscle and joint injuries! Kid’s don’t have the motor coordination
to perform the unassisted exercises like squats, pull-ups, etc. with
proper form and technique. Even when they could do these exercises,
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Call your local kids gyms, recreational centers, schools, and ask them
if they have a FIT-4-Kids circuit! Visit www.FitExpress.com for more
information. ✪
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Brian Holmes is a NASM Certified Personal Trainer working together with Fit
Express to help spread the use of the FIT-4-Kids exercise program and Fluid Interval Training with todays youth. Fit Express is a commercial exercise equipment
manufacturer located in North, MS, USA. Since 1998 over 4,000 facilities and 30
countries worldwide have chosen Fit Express’ gym equipment. Fit Express is dedicated to developing the most innovative and effective hydraulic fitness equipment
possible and developed the fun and exciting Fluid Interval Training workout to
help spread the benefits and use of using hydraulic resistance as part of a balanced
fitness program. For more information visit www.FitExpress.com
The author invites you to visit: http://www.fitexpress.com
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SINGING TIPS for Kids

A GREAT IMPROV GAME

to Get to Know Each Other!

by Wikus Meyer
Good singing is all about listening carefully as you sing, and making your
voice expressive. There are several websites that help people to improve their
singing. These websites teach people about the essentials of becoming a good
singer, and techniques that’ll help you improve your singing voice.
First, you need to know your vocal range. If you know you can sing up high,
then you are considered a soprano. A good song to prove if you’re a soprano
is the Hallelujah Chorus by Handel Messiah. If you can sing the highest part in
the song, you are a soprano. If you can sing some of it, but not all of it, you are
a mezzo. If you can barely reach the notes, you are an alto. Be true to yourself
- because most girls want to be a soprano, but if you know your vocal range is
not there, stay lower. If you try to go higher, you may strain your voice.

1. Have the group sit in a circle.
2. Hold up a roll of toilet paper. Tell the group that you’re going to pass it
around the circle, and they can take off as many or as few sheets as they
like.
3. After the roll has gone all the way around the circle, share with them
the “twist” to the game: For each sheet that they took, they have to tell the
group something about themselves.
4. EXAMPLE: If Sarah took five sheets, then she must give five bits of information about herself: her favorite color or her pet’s names, her favorite
foods, things that scare her, etc.
5. Not only will the group learn from the information each student shares,
but you will also learn personalities based on who took a lot of sheets and
who took only a few.

-Place your thumb under your chin. If you can swallow, that is great. Feel that
muscle drop down tighten? You want to avoid that muscle tightening when
you sing.
-Do warm-ups for your voice everyday. If you can’t sing everyday, try doing
these vocal exercises. The first
one is singing “Do-Rey-MiFa-So-La-Ti-Do - Ti -La-So-FaMe-Rey-Do” up and down the
scale. The second, think of the
a TV show where a character
falls off a cliff and you hear
that “WOOOOoooooosh” noise
that goes from high to low?
Well, go to the highest note
you can (you don’t have to
sing it, simply round your
mouth and make a “wooh”
sound) and hit every note until you hit that “crash” (which
is the lowest note).

6 OPTION: Afterwards, have everyone throw their sheet(s) into the center.
This represents all the new information we now know about each other! ✪

-A good singing voice depends on a good diaphragm.
Your diaphragm is under
your chest, at the top of your
stomach. To help make your
diaphragm stronger, do this
exercise called the “Sumo Wrestler Stands”. What you do is say “Sumo” then say
“Wrestler” while putting your right foot out to the side and then say “Stands”
while putting your left foot out to the other side. Put your hands on your hips
and squat down at a comfortable position and let out a “Huuh!” Breathe in
through your mouth from your DIAPHRAGM (not NOSE) and breathe in for four
counts. Then, hold it in for four counts. After those four counts, start to say,
“hiss” pushing all the air out for eight counts. Continue hissing eight more each
time. Always breathe in and hold for four counts only. This exercise helps you to
develop the ability to hold your notes longer. ✪

HAVE FUN!
As Seen in “BRIDES” Magazine:
“The Best Big-Day Beauty Salons in America”

The artist behind
one of the
Nation’s top
on-location
wedding hair &
makeup
businesses

Krista Perry 
Available for one-on-one online makeup
lessons for any occasion, (like red carpet
events) to help you always look your very BEST!

VISIT: kristaperrymakeup.com
CHECK OUT: tulsabridalbeauty.com
CONTACT: krista@tulsabridalbeauty.com

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Wikus Meyer is a seasoned singer with an arsenal of vocal tips and tricks.
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Children in Hollywood: BROTHER & SISTER SUCCESS STORY
by cifezines@gmail.com
Mike and Kim Breslin were living in New York City with their two children,
Ryan and Spencer when, at the age of three, Spencer was discovered by a
talent manager at a local playground. Soon after Spencer booked commercials
for McDonalds and Life cereal.

INTERVIEW WITH MIKE BRESLIN
On Making it in Show Biz:

The young addition to the family, Abigail Breslin also started in commercials,
booking Toys “R” Us and some PSA’s before landing a role opposite her brother in the film Raising Helen, starring Kate Hudson. Probably best known for
her role playing Olive in Little Miss Sunshine, Abigail was nominated for
an Academy Award in 2007, No Reservations (2007), Nim’s Island (2008),
Definitely, Maybe (2008), My Sister’s Keeper (2009), Zombieland
(2009), Rango (2011), August: Osage County (2013), The Call (2013),
Ender’s Game (2013), and Perfect Sisters (2014).

CIF: Who was your first Talent Agent?
Mike: When Spencer was first discovered, we only had a talent manager. We’re
now co-rep’d by Kenny Goodman at Wm Morris and Meredith Fine at Coast to
Coast.

While Spencer’s playground discovery allowed the Breslin kids to skip the
initial years of unsuccessful auditions, helping their children pursue acting
careers has been nothing short of a challenge. Kim manages the kids’ careers,
while Mike continues a career in computer consulting, but both are active in
their children’s work. Through the scripts and schoolbooks, the travel and long
set days, Kim and Mike have managed to keep their children grounded while
encouraging them to reach for the stars.

CIF: What would you consider their first big break?
Mike: ‘Signs’ with Mel Gibson was the big break for Abigail. She’d done some guest
spots before that, but Signs was a big deal. For Spencer it was Disney’s The Kid
with Bruce Willis.

CIF: Did you have to go on a lot of auditions at first?
Mike: We were lucky. Spencer only went on one or two initially. He was booked
immediately. Abigail did the same.

On Parenting a Show Biz Kid:
CIF: What’s the hardest part about being the parent’s of a child star?
Mike: For me it’s logistics. While Kim is usually on set with them, when they’re
both working, I need to be there too. Fortunately I’m a consultant so I’m there
with my Laptop, PDA and everything else – it’s what I do. You’ve got to be there
with them.
CIF: How do you keep your children grounded? Do your kids still “do
chores”, go to “church or temple”, “eat their vegetables”?
Mike: You just have to stay with them through it all. They do all the things any kid
does, take out the garbage, walk the dog. Acting is their passion, but at home it’s
about family.
On Education:
CIF: Is it hard to keep a work/school balance?
Mike: They have a tutor on set, so it’s built in to the schedule. And when they’re off
set, we home school them ourselves. Spencer will start Laurel Springs in the fall.
He’s a sophomore. Abby does Calvert School.

On Children In Film:
CIF: What is your current relationship with Children in Film . . . have they
been a good resource for you?
Mike: Initially we were recommended to Children in Film to help us facilitate work
permits for the kids. We like using CIF since we’re not always in town. They do a
great job.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Toni Casala is the founder and CEO of ChildrenInFilm.com, a comprehensive information resource
center and networking site for parents, child actors and industry professionals where you can get everything you would need to know about young actors working in the entertainment industry. Toni
is one of Hollywood’s leading authorities on California Child Labor Law. She has provided professional services and legal expertise to The Walt Disney Company, Warner Brothers, Fox Broadcasting, Mattel Toys and many more. Toni’s clients have provided education and welfare for celebrities
such as Jennifer Love Hewitt, Hillary Duff, and Milla Jovovich. She is also a foster mom.
Source: ArticleTrader.com
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FINDING THE FUNNY IN A SITCOM SCRIPT

1/2 hour comedy

by Grace Fraga

Do you have rhythm? Can you carry a tune?
Or do your neighbors bang your wall
when you sing in the shower?
The reason I ask is because if you have
RHYTHM, then you have COMEDY.
The very essence of comedy is rhythm.
What’s the instrument?
Your comedic timing.

Every comma, every period, every bolded words, every exclamation mark

What’s your music sheet?
The words on the page.

and every question mark.

Someone once told me that acting in sitcoms is like doing Shakespeare. It’s
Let’s start with COMEDIC TIMING. I personally believe that comedic timing is

very formulaic and it’s performed for a live audience. Sitcoms are basically

innate. You’re either born with it you’re not. If you’re born with it, then you

theatre on TV. I’m sure that if Shakespeare could have fired up a camera and

have to hone it. How can

taped his plays, he would have been mad if any of the actors deviated from

you do this? I did it by

his writing. Every word is there for a purpose, it’s well thought out and for a

doing stand up comedy

clear specific reason: to make it funny! Also, when you perform for a live au-

and by watching lots of
sitcoms. If you don’t want
to do stand up, then binge
watch all the classics

dience, their laughter will determine when you say the next line. If laughter
was a curve on a graph, it goes crescendo until it peaks and then it becomes
a descending curve. Right in the middle of the descending laughter curve is
when you want to say your line. Don’t wait until there’s complete silence or

like: “Everybody Loves
Raymond”, “Will & Grace”,

cut into the peak of the laughter.

“Big Bang Theory” and
any other sitcoms you like.
Analyze the actor’s rhythm.
Watch how they go faster,
louder and funnier.

So what’s next? Take a sitcom acting class and hone your funny! ✪
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Grace Fraga, this ‘Margarita Mama,’ is a whole lot of Latin laughs. Fueled by hot sauce flashes, this bi-lingual award winning actress, comedienne, writer and producer has appeared on
national television on NBC, A&E, CBS, Discovery Channel, Animal Planet, VH-1, Court

Let’s now go to the

TV, Univision, Galavision and Telemundo. To get more

WORDS. Sitcom writers are

great insights from Grace find her on Twitter @Gracecomedian, follow her on Facebook and drop by amazon.

wordsmiths. They make

com to pick up her latest book, “Love At First Ex.” 

sure the jokes have rhythm and they rewrite the script until the “tempo” is
perfect. Writing a sitcom is like composing a symphony. There is a precise

Don’t miss out!Grace is also available for Stand-Up

rhythm to it with crescendos, staccatos and other funny sounding music lingo

Comedy coaching. 

that relates to rhythm. As an actor, you have to respect the words and the
punctuation. Don’t add YOUR words! That’s a comedy crime and you should
be arrested by the Funny PoPo. Also, make sure you respect the punctuation!

www.gracecomedian.com
www.juanahlaff.com
www.loveatfirstex.com
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10 Things You Should Know About

by Ilana Rapp

Toddlers in Show Biz

of yelling at your toddler, be sympathetic and when you have
privacy, find out why your child wasn’t happy. This will help you
prevent the same situation next time.

“Your child should be a model! Your kid should be on television!”
your neighbors, family, friends and babysitters shout to you. It all
sounds so fun and so easy!

You want your child to have a great, happy experience.

5. Never force your child
to do something they don’t
want to do.

Then you realize it’s not so easy. But it could be fun and a great
learning experience if you learn a few simple things.

1. You are responsible for
your child on set.

A toddler rarely makes the decision to go into show business.
Some kids love it, some kids hate it. If your child exhibits that

Some productions have baby wranglers, but wranglers, as well as

they are just not interested, then don’t force them into the busi-

other production crew, are not babysitters. It’s your responsibility

ness. Think hard -- is it YOUR dream or THEIR dream?

to make sure you’re available in a snap’s time in case needed.

6. Do not jeopardize your
child’s safety.

2. Do not raid the food
table.

If you feel there are unsafe conditions, immediately call your
Never assume the craft services table is for you and your child. Craft

child’s manager and/or agent to discuss. If you booked on your

services, aka crafty, could be just for the crew, just for the principal

own and you’re in the union, call your union rep. If you do not fall

players or for everyone. Always ask before you take. To be on the

into any of these categories, talk to the production people direct,

safe side, always bring your own food, snacks and drinks. Feeding

but under no circumstances should you ever allow your child to

your children sugar while on set may make them bouncy and hard

work in unsafe conditions. This includes getting to set. If there

to work with. It’s best to teach your child about healthy eating as

is a weather warning and you do not feel comfortable going

early as possible so they have no problem eating healthy snacks

to set, let your contact know as soon as possible. Sometimes

while on set. If your child has a sweet tooth and you’re okay with

the production has backup children who are able to make it in

your child eating things like chocolate, etc., pack these items and

(example: kids who live in the city vs. kids who have to travel.)

let your child know that after the shoot / on the way home, they

7. Make an informed decision about which auditions
you choose to go to.

can have some.

3. If you make a promise,
you’re bound to it.

If it costs you $50+ to go to an audition (tolls, parking, gas,
If you promise your child something, be sure to deliver. Everyone

public transportation), then you may want to consider which au-

has a bad day now and again. If your child is in a cranky mood, it’s

ditions you choose to accept. If the job pays $100 for the day but

human nature to offer them something to get them to be happy

you have to go on the initial audition plus two callbacks, your

-- even if it’s for your own sanity. Is this called a bribe? Yes. Some

child now just lost money, even if he/she books. Remind yourself

parents/guardians do this so if you’re one of those who do, make

why you put your toddler in show biz. Is it because you want

sure you do what you say you’re going to do. If your child starts

them to have fun? Do you want them to have a different experi-

crying on set that they want to take home the toy they’re playing

ence than other children? Or do you want to save for college?

with and you tell them you’ll go to the store and get them the toy,

This is a catch-22 because if you turn down too many auditions,

be sure to do it. If you make false promises, eventually your child

your agent/manager may stop submitting you for jobs.

will not be able to trust your word.

8. Your child is not going
to be asked to every audition.

4. Do not yell at your child
if they are acting up.
I’ve seen this at auditions way too often. Parents/guardians literally yell at their child in the waiting

Do not ask your agent / manager why your child was not asked to an audition even if your friend’s child

room if they are crying or being too loud. I’ve also seen children being yelled at after the audition if the

who is the same age and look as your kid is auditioning. Your agent/manager is working hard to submit

parent feels they didn’t do well, i.e. forgot their lines, didn’t want to smile when told to smile. Instead

your child, but often times the casting director or director chooses from the submissions. Also, each
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LA EATS

L A EATS: From a Local!

agent / manager only has a certain amount of slots to fill. Your child may be chosen next time while his/

ACT had the chance to sit down with an LA native and she gave us some

her friend may not be chosen.

insight into her favorite restaurants.

9. Do not have an attitude.

FIRST: Wa, a

Be pleasant to everyone at the auditions and on set. Never complain that you’re at an audition for two

Japanese restaurant

hours. Don’t “whisper” to other parents on set how horrible the conditions are vs. the conditions on the

in West Hol-

last job. Always treat the assistants and everyone else involved with respect. And remember that those

lywood with Uni

assistants may one day be casting directors and directors!

Sushi dressed in
truffle oil, to die for.

10. Let your toddler be a toddler.

Though it may not

Kids are kids. Working in show business is an experience and hopefully your child will have fond memories

be the restaurant

of this period. ✪

for a picky eater, it is one for the adventurous!
SECOND: Osteria

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Mamma for Italian

ILANA RAPP: Follow her on Twitter @LizardLadyNJ and also remember to follow @NYCast-

on Melrose! This

ings for the latest New York casting notices and blogs! Please email her at ilanarapp@gmail.

gem bring the true

com with any questions or ideas you’d like to see in future articles. Thanks for reading!

taste of the Veneto
Region; simple

As first seen in NYCastings.com:

dishes that respect

http://www.nycastings.com/dmxreadyv2/blogmanager/v3_blogmanager.asp?post=10thi

the traditions and
flavors of history, to

ngsyoushouldknowabouttoddlersinshowbiz#sthash.TEFLeJqU.dpuf

life. You can eat well and healthy in this friendly, young and family-centric
place.

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪

Want to put your kid
in show biz?

THIRD: Mastro’s for a hearty steak in Beverly Hills. With it’s collection of sophisticated cuisine
and world-class
service, Mastro’s is

Learn
from my
celebrity
interviews!

made for an evening to celebrate.
Give the little one’s
a taste of adult life
in this urban chic
dining experience.

ILANA
RAPP

This ACT writer cannot wait to visit these local delights! When you find
yourself in the city and in need of true LA atmosphere, try any one of these
fantastic recommendations. You know what they say, “If the locals eat

Elise posing on set with actors: (above)MarkPaul Gosselaar and (right) Ted Danson.

www.
IlanaRappSpeaks
.com
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there, it must be good!” ✪

Happy Eating!
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FINDING OSCAR

A True Story About Never Giving Up
This story is currently being written. Yes it is about me. I am fifty four. I
grew up in Africa and have followed my dream as an actor in Africa, Canada
and the U.S. My credentials are extensive. I’ve been through a lot. Almost
died twice in the last six months. However, I’m on IMDB and still pursue my
passion relentlessly.

by Andrew Heller

This was always evident after the show when certain parents were seen
venting their disgust that their little child had not been elevated to “spot light
hog” as some others less fortunate had been. I realized then that competition
was something harsh and needed to be dealt with, preferably by just being so
good, there was no question. Then again, listening to a parent tell their three
year old that they were just so much better than, “That child.” There was no

Why never give up? Well if you believe in your heart that it was meant to
be, and you enjoy it beyond all else, you MUST pursue it. You never know
when you will get that BIG break. In April I will be on a film for three and a
half weeks in New York. Finding Oscar is about my journey through life, the
trials, the tribulations and the humor of it all.
If we set out on the path of one of the most difficult jobs in the world, we
must try at all costs to maintain humility, thankfulness, graciousness and
above all, a sense of humor. In Finding Oscar, which is a story of my dream
to one day hold one, I take you on a humorous journey all the way from the
moment of my birth to today.

row behind the potted plant. Then again, the child may have actually been the
potted plant.
Adults made me nuts. What was this hidden agenda they had? They would
constantly look for the stupidest, gaudiest, ugliest, silliest and downright most
embarrassing outfits to put on us. I still think they did it knowing full well
that their ability to pay us back for raining on their parade, was being severely
diminished as we got older. I learned too, that is what haunting was truly all
about. They called us cute and took pictures, holding on to them until we were
dating in our middle twenties and then dropping them on us when we least
expected it.

I numbered my chapters by “STEPS.” I did this because life is about steps
and learning, so each step contains something I learned. I hope you enjoy
this part.

This was usually at a time when we’re trying to convince the person we were
dating what well adjusted, secure, intellectual, emotionally balanced, parent

I hope you find your Oscar or your reason for reaching for the stars. NEVER
give up. God bless you all and keep going. Learn, Laugh, Love and pursue
your path. NEVER give up. Good luck everyone and may your journey be as
exciting as mine has been.

loving human beings we had become. About that time was when mother
would usually drop a picture of me in a dress. I miss that girl. The last thing
I wanted was for my mother to like someone I was dating. Although it was a
major paradox. I didn’t want them to have too much in common and like each
other, but at the same time I couldn’t date unless mother approved. I never
did get control of that aspect of my life until mom passed away, by then it was

Here is an excerpt from the book:

too late.

Step 2

We practiced that show over and over again till it was ready to perform. I was

...My days at The Castle, Cruella’s Crib, were spent dodging things like
nap time. I found it much more conducive to my well being to suck up to
Cruella and ask for more peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Aunty Mavis
was her real name. I met her in later years, approximately sixteen years
later, and what was truly amazing, was that she knew who I was instantly.
Of course I do not recall what it was specifically that I did that made her remember me. She smiled when she said my name, so it couldn’t have been
a bad memory. Then again, I may have mistook her grimace as a smile.
I was hooked on the whole performing thing, not the emotional, turn
mama into a raving lunatic performing, but the onstage, let me entertain
you stuff. This was something that Mavis obviously must have recognized,
as she took the time to put me in a stage production she had written for us,
to be performed for the parents. I am sure that all the kids, every year had
their little program, but you always knew who the special kids were. They
were the ones with lines and a spotlight to themselves. Of course, politics,
nepotism, favoritism and out right “I don’t like you, you little brat’ism,”
would always keep its place in the field of possible performing suitors.
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doubt who was the star of the show, even though they were stuck in the back

a cat. I had my lines and my spotlight and boy I showed them all... I loved kindergarten. There was no pressure
to really do anything for anybody
except sleep, eat and play.... ✪

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Andrew Heller – Actor, writer and teacher
Born in 1960, I have had a life full of
adventure and extraordinary experiences,
moving around the world and meeting
extraordinary people, not least in Hollywood! Like many creatives, I have had a
wide variety of work experiences, but my
passion is creating – acting, stories, poetry
and characters for stage and film. You
can learn more at www.planet-heller.com
and https://pro-labs.imdb.com/name/
nm0375266. Aditionally you can reach
me at aheller1960@gmail.com.
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Electronic copy, 434 pages
70% off
ONLY $2.99
through Paypal to your email!

Contact: aheller@cfl.rr.com
Or visit: www.planet-heller.com
Blessings to all!

Now you can show the world that you are all about living the
“LIFE”! L.O.A.A. shirts are now available for ordering! Sizes run from
Small - Extra Large! (XS and XXL available upon request at additional cost) and colors are Black and Ash Grey. Price is $19.95 per
shirt plus shipping, with all proceeds going towards building the
movement that is the L.O.A.A. - Life Of An Actor #LOAA ! See the article about this awesome organization on page 9 ! E-mail order@
detourentertainmentproductions.com to place your order today!

Diary of Poems
by Andrew Heller
Andrew Heller’s life work A collection of 45 years of poetry!

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪
Reviews: “Finally a book that sounds like me. I LOVE
this book! I know that I am okay just the way I am.
Thank You!” -- Linsay, age 9

“Thank you for helping me to understand what my child
is going through, in such a meaningful way.” -- Michelle S.
A.D.D. IN POETRY:

One Family’s Journey with Attention Deficit Disorder
By: Jennifer East

About the Book
A.D.D. in Poetry, One Family’s Journey with Attention Deficit Disorder, is a collection of
uplifting and meaningful poetry paired with delightful color illustrations, that will warm
the hearts of its readers and will remind them that there is life after the ADD/ADHD
diagnosis.
This book is written in a simple, down-to-earth language and offers insight to an ADD/
ADHD child’s mind. Each poem expresses thoughts and feelings on how one can live and
enjoy today and will inspire one to never give up hope for a better tomorrow. This book
can be a wonderful gift to a loved one and/or caregiver experiencing ADD/ADHD first
hand.
Review

“If you feel uncomfortable, frustrated,
confused about ADD in yourself or a family
member, this book offers a healing perspective.” -- Florida Today News

I am not a doctor, but having to care for four ADD children and share a relationship with
an ADD husband, I feel I may have practical experiences to share with others. My children
have shared their experiences and have given their stamps of approval on each poem. It is
a reflection of how they feel about themselves. I also hope to leave the reader a sense that
they are not alone in their daily journey with Attention Deficit Disorder.

Product Details: Paperback: 20 pages • Language: English
ISBN-10: 1412037697 • ISBN-13: 978-1412037693 • Product Dimensions: 8.9 x 8.2 x 0.2 inches • Average Customer Review: 5.0 out of 5 stars
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SELMA – Why You Need to See It
by T.R. Locke

I

f you are anything like me, sometimes you have to be in a
particular mood to see a particular type of movie.
In the ghostwriting I do for clients, I find myself researching
history and wading through a lot of social, racial, geopolitical and current events trying to get a handle on the best
way to relate the material I’m working on to readers’ lives.
As such, it’s sometimes difficult, when I’m not working, to
spend time doing things that are related to the issues I work
on. That was the case with Selma. Frankly, I just wasn’t in
the mood for watching a movie about Black folk being terrorized by racist,
ignorant white people 50 years ago. But since a friend of ours, Paul Garnes,
produced it, there was no way I couldn’t go see it. Besides, my wife and
daughter practically walked out the house without me when I hemmed and
hawed.
I ended up attending with my wife, daughter and godson. Both the kids
(young adults) are 19. I sat riveted by the portrayal of the struggle for voting
rights in the 1960s south. I was familiar with the work of King, but I was
pleasantly surprised that the film focused on those around King as well—
particularly the women whom rarely, if ever, get referenced as part of the
movement. The film was well made, well written, and well-acted—I don’t
have to go into that because it was nominated for a Golden Globe and Oscar
so, of course, it’s good. I was however surprised to find it was also produced
by my old, one-time supporter, Jeremy Kleiner, of Brad Pitt’s Plan B, who
also produced last year’s Oscar winner 12 Years a Slave.
So the film is over and here’s where it gets interesting. I asked the kids what
they thought. My daughter thought it was excellent. My godson, like me,
wasn’t in the mood to see it prior and I was curious if he enjoyed it. He said
that he knew the story, but thought the film was good. That was an interesting response. Over pizza afterwards, I asked if they were aware that the
issues being fought for in the film are coming back up today in the form of
voter ID laws in the same southern states that King fought over in the film?
Neither of them knew that.
I told them how, in these states, voters are now required to show a government issued ID to vote and that the ID can be hard to get for some people.
They had no idea. I told them that these states allow a gun permit to serve
as valid ID, but not a college ID. Since they were both in college, they were
very surprised to hear that. I mentioned that people who held gun permits
in these states tended to be older and vote conservative, whereas younger
people in college tended to vote liberal and that it was a very crafty way to
disenfranchise voters in the 21st century.
I had their full attention now.
I asked them if they were aware of how delicate the rights granted in the
Voting Rights Act actually are—that there are both general and specific
provisions in the bill and that many of them expire at different times and
need to be renewed in order to continue to be effective.
They didn’t know that.
I asked them if they knew that one of these special provisions required that
certain counties, where discrimination had been the most rampant, had
to get federal approval before they made any changes to their voting laws
because the federal government didn’t trust them not to discriminate. They
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didn’t know that either. Then I asked them if they knew that
our current conservative Supreme Court, just a little over a
year ago, in a case bought by the current attorney general, Eric
Holder, struck down that special provision that required those
certain counties to get permission before changing their laws.
And that immediately afterwards, counties all over the South
and some in the north, passed these new voter ID laws that
keep particular people from voting.
They were pretty surprised by that as well.
So what struck me with the film is that it is a film about the past, but that
past is repeating right now in our present. Bright young people may know the
historical events of Bloody Sunday—although this film will give them details
they never imagined—but do they know the events of last Sunday and how
eerily similar they are?
People are protesting all over the country over the Ferguson police killing of
Michael Brown and the insensitive response of the Ferguson Police and City
Hall in the wake of the killing. Ferguson is a city with a 67% Black population
and 93% white police force and 86% white city hall. And Ferguson is not
alone. In the film, the post-script says that after the black citizens of Selma
gained the right to vote, the racist Sheriff who had led the attacks on them on
the Edmund Pettus Bridge during bloody Sunday was voted out of office.
Today, voter apathy is what allows situations like Ferguson and the hundreds
of other cities like it to continue to be staffed with police and council members
who do not represent, look like or even live in the communities they serve.
The thought that people could go through so much just to have the right to
vote and now ignore that right—even to the point of allowing these voter ID
laws to pass in the first place is remarkable. I make sure everyone in my family
votes and that we spend the day before reviewing the issues and candidates.
It can sometimes feel inconvenient—they certainly don’t make it easy, which
could be done by making election day a holiday as some countries do—but I
figure it’s worth it if for no other reason than those four little girls, and many
others, who paid a tremendous price for this right. Oprah Winfrey said a friend
of hers told her, after seeing the film, she would never skip voting again.
In the case of Ferguson, apathy only leads to repeating the past. Selma is
one of those films that is remarkably current for a period piece. Given current
events in our country today, it is a very important film. You may want to see it
even if you have to drag yourself past apathy to do it. ✪
Selma had four Golden Globe Award nominations, including Best Motion Picture
– Drama, Best Director, and Best Actor, and won for Best Original Song. It was
also nominated for Best Picture and won Best Original Song at the 87th Academy
Awards.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
T. R. Locke is a critically-acclaimed, bestselling author, screenwriter, humorist and
former stage and commercial actor. He has
ghostwritten over a dozen books. He writes
an authoritative blog for artists about the
entertainment business at TRLocke.com. His
work has been featured on TV, in national magazines and across the web. He has
lectured at Northwestern University’s Graduate School of Journalism and other
colleges and universities. He ghostwrites at YourGhostwriterOnline.com for clients
including professors, pastors, politicians, motivational speakers, foreign authors,
celebrities and business professionals. He divides his time between; writing, his
wife, Lisa, daughters Aja and Rachel and their dog, Lala. He lives in Burbank, CA.
WEBSITE: http://www.trlocke.com
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LOVE BEYOND LIMITS
Loving The Community We Serve Beyond Our Limits.

My name is Maleka Long.
I am the founder and
mentor of Love Beyond
Limits. I created this
organization for young
men and women. My
own personal experiences pushed me to
create this organization
to help youth. As I was
growing up, I didn’t have
a lot of adult support or
influence. I missed out
on many opportunities
such as going to college
simply due to lack of information.

We wanted to help girls that felt the need for growth, community, and acceptance. We recruited girls from schools,
churches, sports, group homes, and the juvenile system. We
started with offering events at my house such as dinners,
group workouts, group talks, and going to the movies, just to
get the girls talking and create a sense of camaraderie.

I made a lot of bad decisions growing up, and when I began
having my own children, I devoted myself to ensuring
that my kids made better decisions than I did. I have four
wonderful daughters, and I have always wanted nothing but
the best for my girls. Even though my children are all girls,
they vary in age and I have learned that what may work for
one of my daughters will not necessarily work for them all. I
have focused my parenting on being intentional in every way,
letting my girls know that there is a purpose for everything
that they do, and every choice they make shapes them into
the women they will become. After seeing the progress and
growth in my own children through using different tactics
and being intentional with them, I knew that it wasn’t just
enough to help my own kids in this way.

The main priority of LBL is to educate youth. In reflecting
upon my own experiences as a young adult, I created a program that I call 13 stones. I feel that the stones represent
what was lacking in my own life, what I didn’t understand,
or what I didn’t get enough of. The 13 stones is all the
information I didn’t have growing up, and if I had this information it would have helped me to be more disciplined, more
encouraging, and overall more successful.

Love Beyond Limits has grown so much since we have
begun. Currently I am working with two 4th grade classrooms at Signal Hill Elementary, and I’m working with the
high school that I graduated from in South Central called
Youth Opportunities Unlimited. I have always wanted to give
back to my high school because I know the needs of that
community. I understand the particular struggles for those
students and what they are lacking because I’ve lived them.
I want to be an avenue of resources for those students.

This is where the slogan for Love Beyond Limits stems from;
“The Child You Save Could Be Your Own.” I thought about all
the other children that I encounter and that my daughters
cross paths with whether it is sports teams, classmates,
church friends, or any other programs that kids attend. I
developed a passion for wanting to help the youth in my
community. I began by volunteering and mentoring through
coaching various sports.
Before the inception of Love Beyond Limits, my initial plan
was to open up a group home. It was through this process
that I learned in order to have a home for kids I needed to
have a non-profit organization. Consequently, Love Beyond
Limits was born.
In creating Love Beyond Limits (LBL), the actual name of my
organization is reflected through myself and my daughters.
The L (Love) stands for my last name which is Long, the
B (Beyond) stands for my two oldest daughter’s last name
which is Birdine, and the L (Limits) stands for my two youngest daughter’s last name which is Lassiter (LBL or Love
Beyond Limits). Once we started out, the goal was just to
help girls within our community. It didn’t matter their race,
whether or not they lived in the rich or poor neighborhood,
whether they were the good girl or the bad girl, my girls and
I just wanted to offer assistance to youth in our community.

The 13 stones are really representative of what we go
through in life. In life, stones are thrown at us all the time.
People will lie on us, start rumors, and lead us on the wrong
path. I wanted Love Beyond Limits to build a foundation for
youth to catch those stones, put them under our feet and
build on them to no longer dodge them, hide from the world,
hide from people, or hide from our past. Instead I want our
youth to embrace whatever it is that was supposed to be
negative and turn it around to be a positive.
The 13 stones are: Image, Love, Respect, Self-Esteem, Education, The Role of a Child, The Role of a Mother, The Role
of a Father, Abuse, Social Skills, Hygiene, Meditation, and
Accountability. For each stone I have my own definition of
what I feel each stone means. A lot of information comes up
for each stone during workshops because there are so many
elements to each stone. For example, financial planning,
relationships, communication, love, higher education. All
these things were never talked about when I was growing
up. For this reason, I want to be that voice for the kids. If
they aren’t getting this information at home, I want to be
that voice to deliver that information.
As I said before LBL started off just speaking to young ladies
and at first just teenagers. However, I started to realize that
children are impressionable from a young age. So I started
to incorporate younger girls into the program and now we
have girls ages 7 to 17 involved with the program. Using
girls as a starting point and just coming into contact with
siblings, friends, significant others of young ladies in the program, we started incorporating young men.
(continued on page 51)
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PURSUING MY DREAM with actor
Michael Nikolich

Hey, I’m Michael Nikolich and I am nineteen
years old.

I first began acting in elementary school,
where I had to sing quite the embarrassing
solo during the annual class musical that
some of my former classmates still remind
me of to this day. I thought it was a fun
experience but aside from the occasional
middle school drama class or local theatrical
production, I never really thought of acting as
a serious endeavor.

Then, a few days after I had gotten my first
professional headshots taken, my mother told me that the photographer
with whom I had just worked, Roy Cox, had recommended me as a model for
one of his professional shoots. It was the first time I had ever been paid to do
anything other than fold my laundry or take out the trash and it was quite
the feeling!

Not long after that I began looking for professional representation and soon
signed with Linda Townsend Management in Baltimore, Maryland. During
my time in high school, I was allowed to miss school days so I could shoot the
occasional commercial/movie and I was getting paid to do so! Needless to
say I felt as if I was living quite the A-list lifestyle.

After graduating high school I attended Old Dominion University in Norfolk,
Virginia where I planned on majoring in Russian history. However, it didn’t
take long for me to realize that perhaps a higher education wasn’t the right
path for me. So I (some may say foolishly) withdrew from college and began
my first serious attempt at making it in the acting world.

That was just a few months ago and I am still pursuing my dream. It’s hard
not to get down on yourself sometimes if you don’t book a job that you
thought yourself a really good fit for, but my family helps me stay in high
spirits and I still have high hopes for the days and years ahead.

Thank you Michael for you submission! We wish you all the best in your pursuit of your dreams! ✪
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LOVE BEYOND LIMITS
Loving The Community We Serve Beyond Our Limits.

(continued from page 49)

We accept boys into the program from 13-17. From there
mentoring both young ladies and young men and dealing with
various issues, I began working with parents and helping
them. Love Beyond Limits has three very important sub
groups of the overall program. The first are the young ladies
ages 7 to 12. This group is called “We Matter.” The second
group is comprised of men and women who are ages 13 to 17
and this group is called “A Generation That Can.”
This group participates in workshops for entrepreneur opportunities, healthy relationships, and a purity party (honoring
the values of healthy relationships). The third group is our
parent connection: “The Child You Save Could Be Your Own.”
The parents participate in parent workshops that focus on
strengthening the communication, love, and respect at home.
The goal is to really strengthen families and make sure there
is a strong home base. The ultimate goal was to get our first
office and we just reached our goal! We have an office where
we can meet with our children and parents, as well as a
conference room to hold larger events. The end goal for LBL
is to have a complete facility where children can potentially
live, participate in workshops, and a field for sports programs. LBL wishes to have a fully equipped facility for the
children that we serve.
Love Beyond Limits is just as the name states; loving the
community we serve beyond our limits. We want to take
people from where they are and push them to where they
dream to be. We want to be relevant in the community by
loving beyond our limits. ✪
http://lovebeyondlimits.org

Viera Conservat
ory

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪
FOR THE

PERFORMING ARTS
DANCEConservatory

Viera

MUSICConservatory

Viera

ACTINGConservatory

Viera

• Voice • Violin • Piano
• Kindermusic

• Ariel Yoga • Silks

REGISTERING NOW!

early on, was to free

INTRODUCING:

concern with my looks,

• Navigating the
Entertainment Business

as they pertained to

NEXT SUMMER OFFERING:

my work.

• Musical Theater

INTRODUCING:

liberating thing I did
myself from any

with Mandi Berlin

• Ballet • Pointe • Tap
• Jazz • Lyrical • Acro
• Hip Hop

I think the most

Musical theater production of
• “Joseph and the Amazing
Technical Color Dream Coat”

Viera Conservatory for the Performing Arts, LLC

3280 Suntree Blvd., Suite 107 Viera FL 32940 • (321) 652-9142 • www.vieradance.com
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 FERMATA

STARS 





Established in 2013, this innovative vocal troupe offers a wide variety
of A Cappella material, education, and experience to our community.
Comprised of high school and college-aged students, Fermata Stars is
an extension of The Historic Cocoa Village Playhouse’s “Stars of Tomorrow” youth program which is under the direction of Dr. Anastacia
Hawkins-Smith. Elizabeth Zombo, music director, offers her vocal
background and knowledge from her collegiate A Cappella experience
with Florida State University’s All-Night Yahtzee. Fermata Stars is the
premier A Cappella singing group in Brevard County.

auditions, and we could learn two songs throughout the year. I never imagined having 18
students in my group, and a repertoire of 10 songs, and being sought out by our community
to perform at local events.
ACT: What type of repertoire do you
perform?

Elizabeth: We sing mostly holiday tunes the first (school) semester, and then pop genre
the spring semester. We have current radio hits such as Meghan Trainor’s “All about that Bass”
to classic rock hits like Queens “Somebody to Love”.
ACT: What’s the A Cappella scene like in
your area? Is it a popular form of music
there?

Elizabeth: I have heard about some collegiate groups in the Orlando area, but nothing for
this age group in our community. We are one of a kind!

ACT: How did your group get started?

Elizabeth: During my college years, I developed a deep love for performing A Capella

ACT: Do you compete with other groups?

music through my participation with the award-winning All-Night Yahtzee group. After
graduation, my career path lead me back to Central Florida, where my love for the
performing arts was born. After meeting with the Executive Director of The Historic Cocoa
Village Playhouse, the theatre where I grew up performing, I was given the opportunity to
use my talents and experience from college to begin a new group, called “Fermata Stars”
that introduces high school students to A Capella music. As we approach our 3rd year, I am
so glad to see so many kids share my love for A Capella and fill the void of A Ca-Cheer in our
community.

Elizabeth: As we are the first group of our kind in our area, the demand for competition is
not quite there yet. Fermata Stars is currently used as an outreach tool promoting the historic
theatre. Since my students represent a handful of local high schools, we encourage them to
work together to spread the word of our A Capella troupe throughout our community. During
my time in college, the main focus of our group was preparing for A Cappella competitions,
just like the ones you see in Pitch Perfect. I do hope that if any of my students have aspirations to continue their A Cappella involvement in the future that they will have a leg up on
how competition works.

ACT: Did you ever imagine going this
far when you formed?

ACT: If so, how do you prepare for com-

Elizabeth: No way! Honestly I was going to be happy if I had, 5 kids show up to the
ACT-Like A C hild.com
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raise the level of their performance?

Elizabeth: Although we do not compete with Fermata Stars, when I was a member of
FSU’s All-Night Yahtzee, we rehearsed pretty much daily leading up to competitions. How-

Elizabeth: You and your group are only as good as how hard you practice. Finding people
who are willing to work just as hard as you do is key! Hard work will pay off. There are plenty
of rehearsals where I feel like I am going around in circles, teaching the same page of music
over and over, but as long as my students are there practicing I know that we will get it and

ever, we do rehearse weekly and as needed to be prepared for all performances.
ACT: How often do you practice and
what do you do to achieve such success
by the time you hit the stage? Do rehearsals change before a show?

when we finally do it’s amazing!
ACT: What’s next? Do you have your
sights set on any new goals?

Elizabeth: Fermata Stars rehearses once a week for an hour at a time. Working with

students from across the county who are involved with a multitude of other extracurricular
activities, and some who are being driven to and from rehearsal by their (amazing) parents,
makes it difficult to coordinate rehearsal times. Before a big show, we will increase our re-

Elizabeth: I can’t wait to keep working toward new shows and learning new songs with

hearsal time to nightly practices just to ensure that we are 100% ready for our performance.
ACT: Please describe a typical rehearsal.

Elizabeth: Imagine the beginning of any “Glee” rehearsal. To give you a visual image,

when I walk in to the rehearsal studio, we have our beatboxer/assistant music director, Dillon
Giles, practicing his beats in a corner, one of our Basses’ plunking his notes on the piano, and
a whole bunch of small groups chitchatting away, but as soon as I raise my hand, silence
overcomes the room and we officially begin rehearsal. We work very hard and very fast, and

my current group. I have always had a dream of filling the local park with A Cappella groups
like an “A Cappella in the Park” event where A Cappella groups come together and perform
for each other and workshop. Maybe one day I can facilitate this.
ACT: How can our readers follow your
progress (social media) and any shows
coming up that we can attend?

Elizabeth: The Historic Cocoa Village Playhouse posts frequent updates to facebook (Facebook.com/historicocoavillageplayhouse) and to our website (www.cocoavillageplayhouse.
com). As we embark on new endeavors within our group, we will definitely share this online

of course, bursts of hysterical laughter from when I make one of my hilarious jokes.

to keep our followers up to date!

ACT: Are there any unique traditions or
pieces of history attached to your group,
or the location you practice at?

ACT: Anything else that you would like

Elizabeth: I grew up at The Historic Cocoa Village Playhouse. In regards to the theatre, it is
one of the few theatres in our state that is officially listed on the National Register of Historic
Places in Washington, D.C. Beginning as a vaudeville house, then a silent movie theatre,
HCVP is now celebrating its’ 25th anniversary of presenting community theatre shows, as
well as, maintaining the Stars of Tomorrow youth program. For me personally, from the age
of nine, I was completely immersed with my theatrical lifestyle – which happened to begin
here at the Playhouse! That is one of the unique ways that I relate to my students. Most
of them have been performing at CVP since they were 7 or 8, and stay there until through
high school graduation. My little sister for example, Victoria, who is a member of the group,
started the Playhouse “Stars of Tomorrow” program at age 7! The commitment these young
people show to the theatre makes the passion and drive of our group that much more

to share?

Elizabeth: If you happen to be in the Central Florida area, we would love for you to audition to become a part of our Playhouse family!
Audition announcements are posted
on our website and on social media.
If you are interested in learning more
about our A Cappella group, audition
information will be announced on our
facebook page this summer!

special.
ACT: How does your group go about
deciding which songs to add to its repertoire? Who is responsible for arrangements?

Elizabeth: As the Director, I am responsible for making any final decisions on what songs
we sing, but I certainly take suggestions and consult with my Assistant Music Director and

http://www.cocoavillageplayhouse.com/involved/
auditions ✪

am open to suggestions that the students would enjoy performing.
ACT: Can you offer advice for others who
would like to start a group of their own?

Elizabeth: Do it! You never know who in your community might be interested in learning

how to sing A Cappella music. Even if it’s starting your own mini “Pro” group, there are so
many resources available. http://www.casa.org/ CASA, The Contemporary A cappella Society,
has great resources and arrangements to help groups start out.

The ACT family wishes
Director Elizabeth Zombo
and the amazingly talented Fermata Stars, all
the best!

ACT: Do you have any advice for a cappella singers/groups that are trying to
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ARBOR DAY 2015

Are you ready for ARBOR DAY??

Arbor Day celebrates trees. It is a day to plant new trees as
well as to bring awareness to help conserve and protect
existing trees and forests.

When is Arbor Day celebrated?

In the United States Arbor Day is on the last Friday in April.
Some states, however, celebrate their own Arbor Day on a
different date. This is often because their planting season for
trees is different. For example, Arbor Day in Alaska is on the
third Monday in May. For most of the country though, this
year Arbor Day lands on Friday, April 24th.

Who celebrates this day?

The day is celebrated in the United States. Many other countries have similar days. It is a state holiday in Nebraska!

What do people do to celebrate?

The main thing people do is plant trees on Arbor Day.
People may plant trees in their yard or take part in a larger
volunteer project to plant trees on a wide scale. Other ways
to celebrate include giving a donation to help save the rainforest, educating others about the importance of trees, and
participating in a recycling program to help protect trees.
Many schools and libraries have programs to educate
students about trees on this day. There are many ways that

trees improve our lives. They offer shade, they get rid of
carbon dioxide, they can reduce noise in the city, the grow
fruit and nuts for us to eat, and they are beautiful.

Arbor Day Activities

• Have a poster contest drawing trees with emphasis on how
important they are to our lives.
• Plant some trees at your school. Be sure to get permission first.
• Learn more about trees by reading and studying about
them.
• Ask your parents to plant a tree in your yard. You can even
dedicate the tree to someone you love like a grandparent.
• Go for a hike in the forest with your parents or scout troop.
Experience the beauty of the forest first hand.
• Learn to identify trees. Start by learning about the trees
near your house and around where you live.

History of Arbor Day

The first Arbor Day was on April 10, 1872 in the state of Nebraska. The idea came from Julius Morton who thought that
trees were needed in Nebraska for wind breaks, to stabilize
the soil, and for shade. He planted many trees around his
farm and encouraged other farmers to do the same. When
Morton became a member of the Nebraska State Board of
Agriculture he proposed the idea of Arbor Day, a day when
people would plant trees throughout the state of Nebraska.
The day was approved and around 1 million trees were

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪

Rocky The Rescue

Introducing the world’s most
creative, charitable, canine character!

Rocky Bear Smith (aka ROCKY THE RESCUE) works in film and television and also
keeps his human companions quite busy with many adventures chronicling the
quirky and exciting life lessons of a rescue pup in the big city of Los Angeles.
Follow his tales... from his real life story in print now, and soon venture beyond
as Rocky the Rescue begins to dig into the digital gaming/app space and an
animated series in development.
Rocky The Rescue: In a collision between a speeding
red sports car and speedy young underdog, Rocky
Bear Smith’s life is miraculously spared. What follows
is nothing short of wondrous! These stories chronicle
Rocky’s antics that guide his human from heartaches
to triumph on a spiritual walk to living more fully! A
unique artistry-filled, non-fiction book sure to warm
the hearts of animal-lovers of any age.
Available now on Amazon.

** This book gives 90% of author’s proceeds to
animal rescue charities!
A second edition of Rocky’s book is underway, BUT
THIS TIME IT WILL FEATURE YOUR DOGGIE STORIES.
For more, please email
ABELIEVINGCOMPANY@GMAIL.COM

Visit: www.ROCKYTHERESCUE.com
ACT-Like A C hild.com
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planted on the
first Arbor Day.
In 1885 the
day became a
legal holiday in
Nebraska. They
moved the day to April 22 in honor of Morton’s birthday.
The day soon spread throughout many of the states. In 1970
President Richard Nixon proclaimed the last Friday of April as
national Arbor Day.

Fun Facts About Arbor Day

• Other names for the day throughout the world include
“Tree Loving Week” in Korea, “The Nation Festival of Tree
Planting” in India, and “The Greening Week” in Japan.
• The states of Florida and Louisiana have their Arbor Day in
January.
• The state tree for Nebraska is the Cottonwood.
• The official tree of the United States is the Oak tree. It was
voted the most popular tree for many years and it was finally
made official by Congress in 2004.
• The Arbor Day Foundation helps to plant around 15 million
trees each year.
This year, what will you do to celebrate?
Happy Arbor Day! ✪
Sourced from: http://www.ducksters.com/holidays/arbor_day.php

Contact us TODAY for more information!
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30 MINUTE
COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION
We are here to help YOU.
Helping both patients and
cargivers. Your problem is reviewed
by our caring staff and specific
suggestions are given to help you
handle your situation.
Contact us today!

www.sallycares.com

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪

Advertise with US!

Acting with Alisha

Los Angeles
Top Youth Acting Coach

AMAZINGLY

LOW
PRICES!

ADVERTISING PRICES

Prices vary depending on the size of your ad and if you require
design services or have an ad that is “camera ready”. Please contact
us and let us know what you are looking for.
Ash Sudduth Photography

Partial list jobs Alisha’s students have booked:
CBS’s Unforgettable, Abc’s Modern Family, HBO’s True Blood, 
Nickelodeon’s Sam & Cat, Nickelodeon’s Henry Danger, Ricky,
Dicky & Dawn, Dog with a Blog, Baby Baby Baby, NBC’s Days of
Our Lives, Fx’s Legit, TNT’s Lauren, The First Family, Playdate,
Wiener Dog Nationals, Burger King, Kohl’s, Avon, Audi, Verizon,
Disney, Taco Bell, Levi’s. T D Ameritrade, McDonald’s, Coldwell
Banker, Walmart, Infiniti, H & M, and Target.

Full Page: $300 (includes link on website)
Half Page: $150 (vertical or horizontal)
Quarter Page: $75
Marketplace Ad: Business Card: $25
Listing: $10 for 10 words (no Art)

If Design is Required:

$10
Starting at only

If you reserve and pay for 2 issues upfront, design is free, otherwise design costs are $25 per hour.
Add your link to our website?
FREE with paid AD over $300!!! Otherwise: $20 per MO.

Visit: www.thebestkidsactingcoach.com
To book your child a private acting lesson
or to sign up for class call

CONTACT us today
FOR MORE INFORMATION!

310-663-0725
ACT-Like A C hild.com

Special Rates (with Camera Ready Art)

ACTLikeAChild2012@gmail.com. • ACT-likeachild.com
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RESOURCES FOR PARENTS

ACT Like a Child
Merchandise!

Recommeded by parents for parents! If you are a parent/guardian and have worked with a
resource that you can recommend - please share it with us! www.act-likeachild.com
Acting Coaches
Denise Simon
Workshop, Classes, Coaching
DeniseSimonCoaching.com
914-621-2663
Michelle Tomlinson
Email: themightymct@gmail.com
818.761.2747
www.michelletomlinson.net
Mary Mackey
Acting Coach, Talent Developement
www.knowingyou.net
Alisha Kosaka
Acting Coach
310-663-0725
Also: alishakosaka.com
Charla Cochran
Acting Coach, Talent Developement
CharlaCochran.com
Tanya Anticevic
Acting Coach & Child Wrangler
Company: ACTion Workshops
917-855-8582
Tanya@tanyaanticevic.com
www.tanyaanticevic.com
Acting Classes
Keep It Real Acting Studio
Youth Classes - free parking!
818-901-8606
www.keepitrealacting.com
Helen Anzalone Acting Studio
10545 Burbank Blvd #202 North
Hollywood, CA 91601 818-633-1936
Helen@HelenAnzaloneStudios.com
The Acting Center
14801 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks.
CA 91403, 818-386-9099
www.theactingcenterla.com
Mary Kennedy
Youth Acting Program
(specializes in young children!)
Also great with comedy
310-941-3788
Actor Training in LA
Laurie Morella
11335 Magnolia Boulevard Unit #2C
North Hollywood, CA 91601
818-505-0264

Vocal Training
Carolyn Fallin
Vocal & Voice over coach
Vocal Image
407-497-3137
carolyn@vocalimage.net

Photo Credit: donzē photography

Tony Gonzales
Voice Over coach
Young Actors Voiceover
818-269-5078
tony.gonzales@mac.com
www.kidsvo.com
Music
Oksana School of Music
Piano lessons & other instruments
323-284-7930
mgmt@oksana-k.com

AVAILABLE NOW!

From Tee Shirts to Sweatshirts, sizes infants to adult. Blankets to
Bags, please check out the many items ready for purchase!

ACT-LikeAChild.com

Piano Lessons • Ashley Seal
(469) 682 9861
N.S.Acting@gmail.com
Talent Manager
Brandy Walker
Talent Encounter & Modeling Center
626-578-5806
talentencounter@gmail.com
talentencounter.com
Beauty/Makeup Advice
Krista Perry
VISIT: kristaperrymakeup.com
CHECK OUT: tulsabridalbeauty.com
CONTACT: krista@tulsabridalbeauty.com
Demo Reels
TCD Studios
Michael Valentino
http://tcdstudios.com

Apartment Complex
Oakwood
3600 Barham Blvd Los Angeles, Ca 90068
866-238-7269
www.oakwood.com
Breakdown Services
LaCasting.com
Actorsaccess.com
Castingfrontier.com
Cazt.com

✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪

Available 24 hours a day for emergencies.
Please text if you don’t get an answer. I will get back with you as soon a possible. please
allow up to 1 hour during usual business hours from 9-5 for a return call. Up to 2 hours after
normal business hours. In extreme situations please text with urgency and I will get back to
you sooner in most cases.

Services
Mobile Notary - $10 per signature. Travel time starting at $15.00 for the first 5 miles.
Wait time not included.
Personal - $10 per signature Nursing Home, Hospital, Jail price varies depending on locations and time spent.

My Specialties
Notary for personal, Minor Real Estate Transactions and Power of Attorney Documents.
Bonded, error and ommssion insured.

My Promise to You
I will efficiently handle all of your Notary needs in a quick
professional and thorough manner. As a Notary
for the State of California, I will never discuss document contents with signers or with borrowers.
-Sueanne Steinacker

941-628-5324

nyglamazon@gmail.com
Los Angeles Area
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Join US!
ACT Like A Child Magazine

WRITERS SEARCH

We are looking for exceptional writers! Our magazine focuses on the entertainment field
for young actors/singers and their caregivers. ACT Like A Child Magazine is currently
looking to add additional freelance writers to it’s staff. Writers are needed to cover articles
relating to the entertainment/acting field and also general lifestyle items for kids and their
families: music, television, movies, events, news, etc... from all over the world! If you’ve
had some experiences that you would like to write about, please contact us today! This
is an opportunity to give your work national exposure in ACT Like A Child Magazine! If
your articles are selected, your work will be published in an upcoming issue. Don’t miss this
exciting opportunity!
Visit: ACT-LikeAChild.com for more info and how to submit your articles TODAY!

Send us
YOUR
photos and
headshots to
ACT Like A Child
Cover Photo Search
TODAY!*

Founder / Creative Director: Jennifer East
Founder: Sueanne Steinacker
Editor-in-Chief / Writer: Jasmine Fontes
Contributing Editor / Writer: Sally Thimm
•

Jasmine Fontes • Nikki Domin

SEE PAGE 26
FOR DETAILS!!!

Tom Burke • Sally Thimm

*A small fee is required
for processing and handling.

AWESOME Contributing Writers:

Shari Shattuck • Melody Jackson, Ph.D.
Jada Jackson LMHC • Abby Tyrrell
Catherine Zayak • Angie Engelbert
Ellie Shoja • Alistair McKenzie
T.R. Locke • Sara Hart

ACT Like A Child Magazine

National
SALES PERSON SEARCH

Michael Nikolich • Michelle Tomlinson
Leigh Vincola • Renee Lauren
Chef Nikki Martin • Krista Perry
Jane Park Smith • Cadman Peterson
Wikus Meyer • Grace Fraga
Ilana Rapp • Andrew Heller
Co nta ct;
A CTLik eACh ild201 2@gmai l . com.
w w w .act -li keachi l d . com

ACT-Like A C hild.com

We are looking for Sales People! Our magazine focuses on the entertainment field for young
actors/singers and their caregivers. ACT Like A Child Magazine is currently looking to add
several freelance Sales People to it’s staff. This is something you can do from home! We cover
articles relating to the entertainment/acting field and also general lifestyle items for kids
and their families: music, television, movies, events, news, etc... from all over the world! If
you’ve had some sales experience, please contact us today!
This is an opportunity to work for a national magazine!
You will receive 15% of the sales. Don’t Miss this Exciting Opportunity!

Visit: ACT-LikeAChild.com and contact us TODAY!
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AVAILABLE ON ALL DIGITAL PLATFORMS!!
TABLETS, SMART PHONES, COMPUTERS!
SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE!

BREAKING INTO THE
ACTING & MODELING
BUSINESS

Are YOU and your child/teen/twenty-something
ready for Hollywood or New York?
Every issue of ACT Like A Child Magazine is fun & informative! Written by industry professionals to help new
& veteran industry parents navigate the winding path
to entertainment career success! The aim is to inspire
parents and their young actors, performer and models to
thrive in the industry.

“An expertly written, entertaining, resource
magazine, ‘ACT Like A Child’ features articles
focused on Acting, Singing, Dancing,
Performing and Modeling in every issue!”

ACT Like A Child Magazine provides
advice and tips to prepare YOU & your child for the ride of a
lifetime! Navigating Hollywood and New York is no child’s
play, it takes a dedicated team and lots of support to help a
young person follow their dreams to stardom.
“My daughter’s dream is to be an actor/singer/dancer. I want to help
her anyway I can, but I want to do it the right way. Thank you ACT for all
your valuable insight and advise.” ~ Jordan M., Calabasas, California
“I am so thankful for this publication. This is such an overwhelming, yet
exciting adventure!” ~ Samantha J., Plano Texas

ACT-LikeAChild.com

CHECK US OUTACT-Like
TODAY!
A C hild.com
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